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Top Story 
Dassault Systèmes Expands into Product Documentation Market 
2 October 2007 

Dassault Systèmes (DS) and Seemage announced that Dassault Systèmes recently acquired Seemage. 
This transaction will enable DS to provide innovative solutions addressing the growing demand of its 
customers in the diversified area of product documentation.  

“This marks another major step towards our mission to democratize 3D product-related data and exploit 
3D as a universal media. We are delighted to welcome the team from Seemage – an innovative start-up 
founded by Eric Piccuezzu and James Dugalais – on board,” says Bernard Charlès, president and CEO, 
Dassault Systèmes. “We are extending the usefulness of 3D Product Lifecycle Management to new 
communities including customer service, technical training, marketing and sales by offering a new class 
of desktop-based content authoring tools. Chris Williams, CEO of Seemage, will be leading this effort as 
General Manager, 3DVIA Enterprise Solutions.” 
“As part of 3DVIA, DS’s brand for online 3D lifelike experiences, we will be able to reach a broad 

http://www.3ds.com/
http://www.seemage.com/
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audience of new users,” states Williams. “Seemage’s open XML-based architecture integrates 
seamlessly with enterprise systems and enables users to easily create compelling 3D-based composite 
documents directly on the desktop. This allows companies to leverage their strategic PLM investments 
and reuse this information for any type or size of product, whether a stereo, coffee machine, or an 
aircraft.” 

By reusing 3D design information, PLM product-related data and information from ERP and CRM 
systems, any user anywhere will be able to create rich product deliverables and product documentation. 
This will deliver a multitude of advantages for enterprises, business partners and consumers, allowing 
them to get more value out of PLM and 3D CAD investments. 
“The combination of Dassault Systèmes, Seemage and Microsoft’s solutions will provide users with a 
seamless desktop environment, to drive efficiency, reduce errors and improve ease of use, in a 3D 
paperless environment. Non-engineering users will be able to combine 3D information and data from 
enterprise systems to create documentation using familiar Microsoft Office on their desktops. This is a 
result of our strategic choice to base our solutions on open XML standards,” explains Sanjay 
Parthasarathy, corporate vice president, Developer and Platform evangelism Group at Microsoft 
Corporation.  
3DVIA Seemage users can exploit 3D data from multiple formats (JT, Parasolid, ProE, V5, STEP, 
IGES, etc.) and create secure content to be used standalone or embedded into Microsoft® Office®, 
PDFs, Web pages and more.  
DS will fully integrate 3DVIA Seemage’s product line with all its solutions, making desktop content 
authoring of 3D-based documentation available through all of DS’s sales channels. DS will immediately 
provide its 3DVIA Seemage existing products to all markets segments. DS will also provide an 
interactive 3D enterprise publishing system targeting the services and after-sales market.  
Download trial versions of the Seemage system at http://www.seemage.com/. Read Seemage’s blog and 
download Seemage’s video podcast at http://www.3dmojo.com/. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions 
Synopsys Acquires Sandwork Design 
2 October 2007 

Synopsys, Inc. announced that it has acquired Sandwork Design, Inc., a privately held, Mountain View, 
Calif.-based provider of analog and mixed-signal (AMS) verification solutions. Sandwork's approach to 
verification enables engineers to efficiently analyze and debug complex AMS systems-on-chips (SoCs). 
Sandwork's products, combined with Synopsys' Discovery™ AMS solution, deliver a comprehensive 
environment for verification and debug. Terms of the deal are not being disclosed. 

"Debug and analysis are critical in analog design and verification," said Paul Lo, senior vice president 
and general manager, Synopsys AMS Group. "Sandwork's widely-deployed tools like SPICE Explorer 
and WaveView Analyzer complement our existing solution, adding valuable analog and mixed-signal 
verification capabilities to Synopsys' portfolio. This acquisition will enable tight integration between 
Sandwork's tools and Synopsys' Discovery AMS simulators." 

http://www.seemage.com/
http://www.3dmojo.com/
http://www.synopsys.com/
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Already interoperable with the Synopsys Discovery AMS simulators HSPICE®, HSIM® and 
Nanosim®, the Sandwork tools include SPICE Explorer™, a transistor-level design debugging 
environment, WaveView Analyzer™ a high-capacity, high-performance AMS waveform analyzer, and 
SpiceCheck™ for fast electrical rule checks of transistor-level netlists. 

"Low power requirements, third party IP integration, and increasing design complexity are putting 
extreme pressure on design teams' ability to meet already aggressive schedules," said Dr. Jack Yao, 
CEO of Sandwork. "The combination of Synopsys' advanced analog verification solution and 
Sandwork's proven analysis, verification and debug tools will help alleviate this pressure and help 
enable our customers to further reduce development costs and deliver complex , high-performance 
chips." 
All Sandwork products are immediately available through the local Synopsys sales offices. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Technia Starts New Business Area and Expands - as a Result of Acquisition of Transcat PLM AB 
2 October 2007 

Technia, AddNode’s subsidiary, the leading supplier in the Nordic area of Product Lifecycle 
Management (PLM) Solutions, has acquired Transcat PLM AB. The acquisition of Transcat PLM AB 
gives Technia CATIA and ENOVIA expert consultants, which will accelerate Technia’s expansion and 
taking care of the increased demand for their products and services from different companies. As a result 
of the acquisition Technia starts a new business area, Design Solutions that is focusing on 3D services 
and products. The new services and products complements Technia’s other offering. Technia continues 
to widen their offering in the PLM area.  

The acquisition was carried out as an acquisition of 100% of the shares of the company. Technia will 
keep the focus on being a Dassault Systèmes Business Partner, and distribute CATIA, ENOVIA and Q-
checker. All Transcat customer agreements will remain in place and continue to be executed. 
“Our goal with the acquisition is that Technia will be the first hand choice for companies in the Nordic 
when it comes to CATIA and ENOVIA projects. Technia has also signed a new contract with Transcat 
PLM GmbH & Co for support and selling of the product Q-Checker. The plan is to integrate the new 
consultants in the Technia organization as fast as possible, to deliver ongoing projects with high quality 
and to secure our new customers’ investments. Our ambition is that Technia’s “Design Solutions” 
business will offer the absolutely highest competence in the Nordic area”, says Johan Schenning, 
Director Design Solutions, Technia AB.  

“The acquisition agrees with Technia’s ambition and vision to be a “Total PLM Solution Partner. We 
estimate that the acquired business will give positive results to Technia and AddNode during 2007”, 
says Hans Wolfhagen, CEO, Technia AB. 
“Transcat PLM AB's new owner is a very strong industrial partner that will evolve the business and give 
the company's customers the best support of CATIA, ENOVIA SmarTeam and ENOVIA VPLM. We 
are very pleased to help Technia, as a Dassault Systèmes partner, answer the increased customer request 
for integrated PLM solutions. In addition, we believe Technia’s strength and experience in PLM-
strategies and global projects will give customers new opportunities and business advantages”, says 
Etienne Droit, Executive Vice President, Sales and Distribution, Dassault Systèmes.  
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CIMdata News 
Dassault Systèmes Purchase of Seemage—CIMdata Commentary 
2 October 2007 

Today Dassault Systèmes announced that they have completed the purchase of Seemage. The products 
developed by Seemage will support Dassault Systèmes’ push into 3D product documentation within 
Dassault Systèmes’ 3DVIA initiative. 
CIMdata considers this to be a synergistic acquisition that will provide Dassault Systèmes with a very 
strong base upon which to support the needs of industrial companies to leverage their 3D product 
definition information throughout the extended lifecycle of their products—including support for 
marketing, sales, installation, training, support, maintenance, and other non-engineering activities. The 
Seemage contribution includes strong capabilities to leverage 3D (and 2D) information into all kinds of 
static and interactive “documents.” Seemage has established a strong reputation as a provider of CAD-
neutral data viewing and exploration combined with publishing this information into MS Office, Adobe 
Acrobat, and other popular formats. The 3DVIA products that evolve from Seemage (as well as 
Virtools, another Dassault Systèmes acquisition) should be enabled by leveraging Dassault Systèmes’ 
strengths in CAD (both CATIA and SolidWorks) as well as their ENOVIA line of data management 
solutions to provide extensive interactive product documentation capabilities. 
Users of these technologies and tools will be able to extract much more value from their valuable 3D 
product definition information and potentially greatly improve communication throughout their 
products’ lifecycles. 

Click here to return to Contents 

A CIMdata Program Review of Comet’s Early Simulation Solution 
2 October 2007 

CIMdata consulting and research firm announces the publication of a program review of Comet’s Early 
Simulation Solution. The paper discusses the critical role that product performance simulation plays in 
developing innovative products, emphasizing the importance of Early Simulations. In this context, the 
paper examines Comet’s Early Simulation program and solution, and how it fits within an enterprises’ 
PLM, CAE, and CAD environments. The paper is available for download from the CIMdata website. 
John MacKrell, CIMdata Senior Consultant explained that as a key component of an enterprise’s overall 
PLM strategy, the area of simulation and analysis has been mostly ignored for many years. He noted, 
“Generally, simulation and analysis have been treated as a technical black box that is not well integrated 
into product development processes.”  
Mr. MacKrell further explained that a consolidated approach to simulation and analysis “offers an 
opportunity to significantly streamline the overall product development process.” Today, new Early 
Simulation approaches are available that integrate simulation activities into the enterprise, allow 
simulation to occur much earlier in product development, and enable knowledge capture and reuse. Mr. 
MacKrell observed that “forward-thinking firms are incorporating Early Simulation in order to create 
more collaborative, efficient, and innovative product development environments so that they can prosper 

http://www.cimdata.com/publications/complimentary_product_program_reviews.php
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in world markets.” 
Comet’s approach to Early Simulation is to provide a solution that can coexist within an organization’s 
current PLM, CAE and CAD environments. Through this strategy, the use of Comet is not disruptive to 
the existing environment and complements any pre-existing infrastructure. “Given this, a key element of 
this strategy is that Comet does not provide the actual CAE solver tools, Rather, they provide a 
framework under which data can be prepared, analyzed, post-processed, and evaluated in a standard way 
while using a company’s preferred analysis tool set,” said Mr. MacKrell. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
Alphacam to Show v7.5 at Wood and Machinery Expo 
October 1, 2007 

Leading CAD/CAM specialist Alphacam will be highlighting its latest technology on Stand E22 at the 
Wood and uPVC Machinery Exhibition, to be held in Dublin between 10-13 October.  
The centerpiece of the company's presentation will be a preview of Alphacam V7.5, the latest in its 
advanced CAD/CAM software for joinery applications. The new version will be released worldwide at a 
later date this year.  
Alphacam V7.5 will for the first time feature electronic licensing and builds on enhancements to the 
system's geometry creation, feature recognition and machining style capabilities. Further dedicated 
applications ensure the fast and accurate manufacture of doors, windows, cabinets and panels, making 
Alphacam V7.5 the benchmark CAD/CAM system for joinery applications ranging from 2D fascia 
doors to complex 5-axis furniture parts. Among modules to be featured will be Alpha stair, a 
comprehensive application that enables staircases to be designed, coasted, quoted and manufactured 
using a single software program,  
The system calculates all the possible solutions to meet specified spatial dimensions and is based on up-
to-date building regulations, while Alphastair¹s flexibility ensures that modifications can be incorporated 
at any stage into the final design. In addition, automatic generation of code to drive most modern CNC 
machines saves valuable time and reduces waste–without compromising finished product quality.  
The latest addition to the Alphacam range is its new Part Modeler option. This easy-to-use 3D solid 
modeler enables constraint driven and parametric designs to be created in an ideal 3D format for 
furniture design and other wood applications. Likewise, its integration with Alphacam V7.5 offers new 
and existing customers a wealth of additional functionality and design opportunities.  
V7.5 builds on the strengths of earlier releases. It also provides direct links to Cabinet Vision - the 
leading design system for kitchen, bedroom and office cabinet furniture.  
Visitors to Alphacam¹s stand will see how Cabinet Vision provides photo realistic 3D representations of 
finished products - or even complete room sets - and then automatically converts them to NC code for 
hundreds of nested parts on hundreds of sheets, if required. Cabinet Vision integrates Alphacam within 
its Intelli-CAM software to provide the most advanced NBM (Nested Based Manufacturing) system on 
the market today, along with post-processors to support virtually any CNC machine. Furthermore, 
components with complex designs can be transferred quickly and seamlessly from Cabinet Vision to 
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Alphacam for intricate detailing operations to be carried out, such as the engraving of logos, motifs or 
graphical designs.  
Also on show will be Jobsite Companion, a software tool specifically designed to run on hand held PDA 
devices. This novel application enables manufacturers to input room and furniture dimensions on site, 
take notes, mark electrical outlets, attach digital photographs and subsequently download the 
information directly into their Cabinet Vision design to manufacturing system.  
It is a practical and effective software tool that speeds the design to manufacture process, allowing 
information to be gathered at source, and using a single point of entry of data to eliminate costly errors 
and duplicated effort.  

About Alphacam  
Alphacam is a principal brand of the Planit Group - recently ranked by CIMdata as the world¹s fastest 
growing CAM vendor, with most industrial users. Alphacam¹s world-class CAD/CAM software for the 
engineering, woodworking and stone sectors provides rapid return on investment for manufacturing 
operations ranging from simple 2D profiling to complex 5-axis machining.  

For more than three decades, Alphacam has provided products and services that enable customers to 
improve the productivity of their machine tools, shorten design and manufacturing time, optimize 
material usage and deliver high quality goods and services to their customers. For additional 
information, visit http://www.alphacam.com/ 

About Cabinet Vision  
Cabinet Vision is a leading design to manufacturing solution for bespoke woodwork manufacturers, 
whether they manufacture by hand or employ the latest CNC technology. Cabinet Vision is a principal 
brand of the Planit group - recently ranked by CIMdata as the world¹s fastest growing CAM vendor, 
with most industrial users. For further information visit http://www.planit.com/ 

Click here to return to Contents 

Aspen Technology Announces New Corporate Headquarters 
3 October 2007 

Aspen Technology, Inc. announced that it is relocating its worldwide corporate headquarters from 
Cambridge, Massachusetts to Burlington, Massachusetts. The location of the new facility is designed to 
help the company meet its hiring and recruitment objectives.  
“Our business required a newer and larger facility to accommodate our changing company needs,” said 
Mark Fusco, CEO of AspenTech. “This new location and the benefits of a modern facility will assist us 
in recruiting the most talented employees and building and sustaining an operating structure that keeps 
pace with the growth and breadth of our business.”  

Contact information for AspenTech’s new worldwide headquarters:  
200 Wheeler Road  

Burlington, Massachusetts 01803  

USA  

Phone: +1-781-221-6400  

http://www.cimdata.com/
http://www.alphacam.com/
http://www.planit.com/
http://www.aspentech.com/
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Bentley Appoints Mike Sedgwick as Vice President, Civil and Transportation Sales 
4 October 2007 
Bentley Systems, Incorporated has appointed Mike Sedgwick as vice president, Bentley Civil and 
Transportation Sales, for the Americas region. Sedgwick brings more than 30 years of experience in 
engineering automation software sales to both commercial and government organizations. He has seven 
years of experience at Bentley in roles ranging from civil engineering consultant for state departments of 
transportation (DOTs) to industry sales executive for Canada and the northeastern United States.  
In his new position, Sedgwick is responsible for civil sales, technical support, administration, and 
marketing in the Americas. Sedgwick's technology background includes tenures at leading software 
firms, such as Universal Systems and Intergraph, and at state agencies, including the New York State 
Office of General Services. His professional accomplishments include affiliations with the American 
Association of State and Highway Transportation Officials and the Highway Engineering Exchange 
Program, and he also is a member of the GTC Advisory Board. 
For more information about Bentley's Civil program, go to http://www.bentley.com/civil 

Click here to return to Contents 

Bentley Appoints Tom Clemons as Vice President, Roads and Bridges Solutions 
4 October 2007 

Bentley Systems, Incorporated has appointed Tom Clemons as vice president, Bentley Roads and 
Bridges Solutions. Clemons brings more than 30 years of experience, including seven years at Bentley, 
in civil engineering and geospatial technology applications working with federal, state, and local 
government agencies and the consulting firms that serve these agencies.  
In his new position, Clemons will plan, manage, and execute strategies for the expansion of Bentley's 
Roads and Bridges Solutions asset-class portfolio. In addition to facilitating communication among the 
software development, sales, marketing, and professional services groups, he will act as spokesman for 
the comprehensive suite of Bentley MX Solutions, GEOPAK, and InRoads, which supports each phase 
of the asset lifecycle - planning, design, engineering, construction, operation, and maintenance.  
Clemons' technology background includes tenures at leading hardware and software firms such as 
Aurigo, HP, Intergraph, Oracle, and Quantm, a Trimble company. His professional accomplishments 
include service as AASHTO GIS-T industry liaison, a director of URISA's board, a member of GTC 
Southwest's advisory board, and a founding member of the National Association of County Officials 
Technology Partner Program. In addition, Clemons is a recipient of URISA and GTC service awards 
and has been active for 22 years in transportation industry events and programming with AASHTO 
conferences and committees.  
For more information about Bentley's BrIM program, go to http://www.bentley.com/civil.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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CD-adapco Announces Jean-Claude Ercolanelli as Vice President, Product Management 
1 October 2007 

CD-adapco announces that Jean-Claude Ercolanelli, former Product Manager for STAR-CCM+ and 
STAR-CAD Series, has been appointed CD-adapco Vice-President, Product Management, effective 
from Oct.1, 2007. Jean-Claude Ercolanelli has performed a series of roles of increasing responsibilities 
in Business Development and Product Management over the past 18 years in CAE companies. He will 
report to Steve McDonald, President of CD-adapco, and be responsible for executing the company's 
long-term CAE Solutions strategy and near-term product deliverables. 
Steve McDonald, President, comments: 

"Jean-Claude possesses a key understanding of our markets, customers and products. As STAR-CAD 
Series and STAR-CCM+ Product Manager since September 2005, Jean-Claude has contributed to the 
company's efforts to effectively position our CAE Simulation Solution to the world's most successful 
companies. Jean-Claude's appointment to head our Product Management of all CD-adapco software 
products is a clear indication of the importance of this role within our organisation." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam’s 20,000th Customer is New Korean/Japanese Joint Venture in China  
October 1, 2007 

Delcam announced that Dong Guan Woojeon Precision Co. Ltd. has become the 20,000th customer for 
its range of CADCAM software with an order for five seats of each of the company’s PowerSHAPE 
CAD software and PowerMILL CAM system. 
The customer is a new joint venture that has been established in Dong Guan, China, between Korean 
companies Cresyn and Woojeon, and Japan’s ARRK Corporation. It will provide a mouldmaking 
service, mainly for its parent organisations but also for other manufacturers in the region’s rapidly-
expanding electrical industry. 
Established in 1985, Cresyn is a leading audio equipment manufacturer, specialising in ear phones and 
head phones. More recently, the company has expanded into the optical business, making components 
for cameras. Woojeon is a leading Korean manufacturing company whose principle business is 
producing the highest quality plastics cases and other parts for mobile phones. ARRK, which is already 
a major customer for Delcam software, is the world’s largest prototype manufacturer and mouldmaker. 
From its origins in Japan, the company has expanded globally so that its subsidiaries and joint ventures 
can now be seen in most major industrial countries. 
To mark the order, Tim Mitchell, Delcam’s Business Development Director for Asia, presented Chung 
Ki Lee from Woojeon with a plaque at Delcam’s recent Asian Technical Summit in Nagoya, Japan. 
Making the presentation, Mr. Mitchell commented on the speed with which the new landmark had been 
reached.  “It took until 2004 for us to reach 10,000 customers,” he said. “Since then we have added new 
clients more quickly as we have expanded our global network of resellers. We gained our 15,000th client 
in April last year and have now reached 20,000 customers.” 
“Of course, our numbers have been boosted by the acquisition of PartMaker and Crispin software since 
last April,” he added. “However, this expanded range of software means that we will continue to add 
new customers at an ever-increasing rate.” 

http://www.delcam.com/
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Dyadem Appoints Two Seasoned Industry Leaders to Executive Team 
3 October 2007 
Dyadem announced the appointment of two seasoned veterans to drive its growing business and 
accelerate its solution capability and delivery. Sam Zawaideh joins the team as Chief Product Officer 
and Andrew Shannon will serve as Chief Financial Officer/Chief Operating Officer. 
Both Zawaideh and Shannon bring more than 35 years of management experience to Dyadem, which 
provides solutions to over 85 percent of the Fortune 500 companies. Zawaideh and Shannon will be 
responsible for continuing to drive the company's tremendous revenue growth, and contribute to the 
strategic development of its innovative product line and driving customer success. 
"We're growing very quickly and the addition of Sam and Andrew to our executive management marks 
an important milestone in our company history," said Kevin North, president and CEO of Dyadem. "At 
this stage, our number one goal is to drive Dyadem into the next phase of growth. We are lucky to find 
these two individuals who are so accomplished in understanding enterprise solutions and the needs of 
some of the world's biggest enterprises. I am confident that both Sam and Andrew will be instrumental 
as we continue to grow Dyadem by double digits each year." 
A seasoned executive in the product lifecycle management space, Zawaideh comes to the company with 
20 years of hands-on senior leadership. Zawaideh will be responsible for all of Dyadem's products and 
services offerings, spanning its desktop and enterprise solutions for process and discrete manufacturing, 
and will manage product development, product strategy and technology, professional services and 
customer support. 

Zawaideh has advised some of the world's largest global manufacturers on their product innovation 
initiatives and complicated supply chains, including experience in the Far East and EMEA regions. As 
senior vice president of product and solutions and customer support at Matrix One, Zawaideh was 
responsible for creating the MatrixOne portfolio of applications and industry solutions which helped 
drive the establishment of MatrixOne as the largest pure play in the Product Lifecycle Management 
(PLM) market and drive its growth as a global company with $145M in revenue. He also founded 
Matrix One's professional services and support organization, growing it to a $60M business. Zawaideh 
served as vice president of worldwide solutions after Dassault Systems' acquisition of Matrix One in 
2006. Zawaideh started his career at Johnson Controls and holds an advanced degree in engineering. 
As Chief Financial Officer/Chief Operating Officer, Shannon will be responsible for functions relating 
to finance, internal and external operations, IT, human resources and administration. A seasoned senior 
level financial executive, Shannon began his career at Ernst & Young as a corporate tax manager, before 
moving to SAS Institute (Canada) Inc. where he continued to increase his financial responsibilities in the 
areas of tax and financial analysis. Shannon has since held senior level financial positions at companies 
such as New Horizon Systems Solutions and EDS Canada, where he served as Financial Controller and 
Acting CFO. Shannon is a Chartered Accountant of Ontario and holds an Honors Bachelor of 
Commerce Degree from Laurentian University. 
These appointments come on the heels of great momentum that Dyadem has experienced in recent 
months. In June, the company announced Stature, a first- of-its-kind Quality Lifecycle Management 
enterprise software solution that helps manufacturers increase competitive advantage by managing 
quality throughout the lifecycle of a product. Stature provides a real-time platform to automate quality 

http://www.dyadem.com/
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processes across large enterprise teams and reduces the cost of poor quality. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Intercad Select SolidProfessors' Custom Add-in for SolidWorks 
2 October 2007 

Intercad, a leading mechanical CAD supplier for Australasia has partnered with SolidProfessor, a 
SolidWorks Solution Partner focused on delivering the very best self-paced multimedia learning 
experience for SolidWorks. Intercad intends to utilize SolidProfessors' custom SolidWorks Add-in at all 
seven locations throughout Australia and New Zealand. In addition, SolidProfessors' comprehensive 
library of self-paced SolidWorks knowledge will be offered to customers as a complement to Intercads' 
live training and support program.  
Intercad and SolidProfessor have developed a blended training and support solution that combines all of 
the value added services provided by Intercad with a customized support add-in and on-demand 
multimedia content created by SolidProfessor. The value this new program delivers customers is the 
ability to instantly access a host of training and support resources inside the SolidWorks design 
environment. Customers will now be able to find professionally created multimedia based knowledge 
twenty four hours a day by simply searching on a topic from the SolidWorks Task Pane.  
Shane Preston, Business Development Manager at Intercad comments, "This innovative program is 
exactly what we've been looking for. By implementing this solution, our customers will no longer be 
limited by time or geography. Our clients will now have a centralized area inside SolidWorks to access 
standardized training and support to ensure maximum productivity through proficiency across their 
organization." David Ptak, President of SolidProfessor remarks, "Our business is about creating 
innovative ways to improve the value proposition Intercad offers its customers. Through our 
collaboration we've found a way to deliver real productivity gains for customers by reducing the time it 
takes them to find answers to their design problems."  
By helping to reduce the costly wasted time spent searching and struggling with design problems, 
Intercad will help its customers increase speed to market and design better products. Intercad will now 
offer a complete library of courses for SolidWorks 2008 including Core Concepts, Drawings, Advanced 
Parts, Advanced Assemblies, Sheet Metal, and Update Training. Other courses include COSMOSWorks 
Designer, SolidWorks Routing, PDMWorks, PhotoWorks and Advanced Surfacing. Additional features 
include automatic course updates, a custom course builder, adaptive testing and reporting and exercises 
with practice part files.  

About Intercad Pty Ltd  

Intercad Pty Ltd is the sole distributor of SolidWorks in Australia and New Zealand. Intercad Pty Ltd is 
an Australian-owned company specializing in Mechanical Computer-Aided Engineering, Computer-
Aided Design and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (MCAE/CAD/CAM) solutions. Established in 1989 
with offices in each major state capital in Australia and New Zealand, its core activities include software 
sales, training and consulting services as well as technical support. For more information please visit 
http://www.intercad.com.au/ or call Intercad's head office on 02 9454 4444.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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Events News 
Cisco VP of Worldwide Manufacturing Product Operations to Keynote 11th Annual Electronics 
Supply Chain Association Conference  
October 1, 2007 

The Electronics Supply Chain Association (ESCA), preeminent networking and knowledge platform for 
executives in the electronics supply chain sector, has announced that Jim Miller of Cisco Systems will 
deliver a keynote presentation on “Value Creation throughout the Product Lifecycle” at the 11th Annual 
ESCA Conference & Expo, Oct. 29-31, in Santa Clara, Calif.  

Miller is Vice President, Product Operations, Worldwide Manufacturing for Cisco Systems where he is 
responsible for new product introduction (NPI) and product lifecycle management for key Cisco 
products including all routing platforms, IP Phones, switching as well as government systems.  
“Product lifecycle management ranks as one of the most important disciplines in the electronics 
industry. Assuring that every phase of the cycle delivers value is critical in today’s fast-paced, 
constantly evolving manufacturing environment,” said ESCA Executive Director Dean Strausl.  
Interfacing directly with the engineering design, supply chain and manufacturing organizations, Miller 
has created a continuous improvement strategy and culture through which new processes and systems 
are improving the quality, cost and delivery metrics throughout the product lifecycle.  

“In a world where manufacturing and operations have changed from building products to building new 
business models, new manufacturing business models have become synonymous with value creation for 
Cisco. In order for Cisco, or any business to succeed, partnering with vendors to create and enable these 
new business models, whether they’re for hardware, software, or value-added services, is a critical 
business component,” said Miller.  
His comments will address the many dynamic factors constantly influencing the manufacturing business 
environment–specifically globalization, the role of IT, environmental compliance, and macroeconomics.  
Unlike other industry associations, ESCA is dedicated to helping the industry improve time to market 
and product margins by better managing the entire supply chain. ESCA participants represent the full 
spectrum of the electronics supply chain including fabless semiconductor companies, assembly houses, 
foundries, contract manufacturers, distributors, logistics services providers, hardware and software 
solutions providers and consultants.  
The 11th Annual ESCA conference, themed “Optimizing Performance Across the Electronic Supply 
Chain,” will be held October 29-31 at the Hyatt Regency Santa Clara, Calif. Keynote presenters also 
include Paul Brody, Partner, Global Business Services Global Lead, Electronics Industry Strategy 
Practice, IBM Global Business Services; and Beth McKone, Vice President of Worldwide Program 
Management and Supply Chain Solutions at Solectron. For more information and to register, visit 
http://www.electronicssupplychain.org/. 

Click here to return to Contents 

COE 2008 Annual PLM Conference & TechniFair Call for Speakers 
October 2007 
When:  April 27 - April 30, 2008 

http://www.electronicssupplychain.org/
http://www.electronicssupplychain.org/
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Where:  Walt Disney World Swan and Dolphin 

                Lake Buena Vista, Florida 

The success of all COE events is based on the advanced knowledge sharing between COE members. 
Each year, the conference program is developed through a Call for Speakers - an opportunity for COE 
member companies, industry contacts, product experts (IBM, Dassault Systèmes) and vendors to submit 
a session idea for a possible presentation at the 2008 conference. 
Share your expertise in Dassault Systèmes product usage as related to one of the hot topics below. 
Submit an abstract of your presentation for consideration by the conference planning committee by 
November 2, 2007. 

Submit Your Presentation 
COE Annual Conference Program Hot Topics  
The COE 2008 Annual PLM Conference & TechniFair program is carefully developed by ensuring that 
all content presented at the conference maps back to the most pressing PLM business issues of the 
day. These issues, as identified by the Conference Committee Chairmen and the COE Board of 
Directors, are as follows:  

• Collaboration  

• Implementing PLM, Success and Lessons Learned  

• PLM Legacy Data  

• Working in Heterogeneous PLM Environment  
Collaboration 

This topic explores the approaches, benefits, tradeoffs and results to be obtained through structured and 
effective collaboration. It includes the challenges created by global locations, time zones, and cultures; 
as well as, technology and cost sharing issues. It addresses all collaboration within a PLM environment, 
such as Product Development, Production within the Supply Chain, and Post-delivery issues.  
Implementing PLM, Success and Lessons Learned 

This topic in general covers approaches for implementation, supporting tasks, and early results gained 
within the context of this typical industry challenge. Specifically, it can address issues involving PDM 
implementation, managing change, and best practices in a PLM environment.  
PLM Legacy Data 

Many products have a life that is measured in decades. Customers require support for products even 
though the technology that developed them in the market is long gone. This topic addresses the issues of 
data migration, compatibility, and accessibility as these technologies change. The requirement to 
efficiently access legacy data is not limited support, since decisions can also be driven by PLM’s goal to 
reduce design to market Cycles through the reuse of design data.  
Working in a Heterogeneous PLM Environment 

This is a reality in many projects and companies today. The product development environments depend 
on multiple vendors for PLM Solutions. This topic explores the issues and solutions for working with 
multiple operating platforms, multiple PDM solutions, and multiple CAD solutions. It also addresses 
specific issues such as SOA (Service Oriented Architecture), Open Architecture, (evolving) Standards 

http://coeew.prod.web.sba.com/callpapers/CallPapers.cfm?conference_id=13
http://www.coe.org/
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for Data (e.g., 3DXML), and network issues working with geographically distributed users (with remote 
facilities, business partners, and suppliers).  

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Systèmes CEO Bernard Charlès Featured Speaker at ‘Greenbrier’ Global Leadership 
Conference 
4 October 2007 

Dassault Systèmes (DS) announced that President and CEO Bernard Charlès will be a featured speaker 
at the Society of Automotive Engineers’ (SAE) Global Leadership Conference on Oct. 12, 2007.  
The conference, held at The Greenbrier resort in White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, is one of the 
world’s largest gatherings of top-level executives from automotive companies and suppliers. This year’s 
conference theme is "Energy, Equity and Emerging Markets Define the Future.” Charlès’ speech, 
“Simulation, Innovation and Value Creation” will address how 3D technology leads to energy-efficient, 
environmentally-sustainable products and promotes intellectual property sharing to support economic 
growth in developing countries.  

“The virtual world enables our imagination,” Charlès said. “It represents tremendous opportunities to 
learn, discover and share differently. It gives us the ability to experiment in a world where mistakes are 
permitted, the impossible can be envisioned, and then turned into products that are better for people and 
the environment.”  
Charlès will also participate in a panel Q&A on the morning of his speech. The panel includes Andrew 
Liveris, president, CEO and chairman of Dow Chemical; Bob Nardelli, chairman and CEO of Chrysler; 
Diane Swonk, senior manager and chief economist at Mesirow Financial; and Derrick Kuzak, group vice 
president, global product development, at Ford Motor Company.  
For more information on the SAE Global Leadership Conference at The Greenbrier, please visit: 
https://www.sae-glc.org/sae/glc.nsf/webpages/information. 

Click here to return to Contents 

International Conference on Computer Aided Design (ICCAD) Celebrates its 25th Anniversary with 
Nine New Leading-Edge Tutorials 
2 October 2007 

The International Conference on Computer Aided Design (ICCAD) is now previewing its technical 
tutorial program which includes both in-depth EDA and embedded tutorials delivered by leading 
speakers.  

The conference, which celebrates its 25th anniversary, will be held November 5-8 at the DoubleTree 
Hotel in San Jose, California. In the spirit of making tutorials more accessible to students, rates have 
been reduced significantly ($75 for IEEE members, $95 for non-members), thereby showing once more 
ICCAD's leadership in scientific and educational outreach.  
In addition to this year's tutorials, ICCAD 2007 will feature two industry-leading keynote addresses, two 
outstanding panels, and numerous networking opportunities.  

Technical Tutorial Program Details  
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In order to more effectively serve its increasingly international audience, this year's ICCAD starts on a 
Monday, versus Sunday as in previous years. As described below, on Monday, November 5, five in-
depth tutorials will be held on the topics of parallel EDA algorithms, layout and post-layout variations 
issues and solutions, specific within-die variability issues, DFM routing and clock distribution, and 
deterministic modeling of timing and reliability.  

The first Monday tutorial, "Refactoring to Concurrency," will be given by Ken Wadland and Rahul 
Agarwal of Cadence Design Systems. This is a "hands-on" tutorial – attendees should bring their laptops 
and learn state-of-the-art techniques for parallel, threaded, and distributed programming.  
The second tutorial is titled "Within-Die Variations in Timing: From Derating to CPPR to Statistical 
Methods." Variations across a chip must be accounted for to get the benefit of DSM technologies. The 
advantages and disadvantages of different approaches will be covered by Chandu Visweswariah of the 
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, an acknowledged thought leader in this emerging area.  
The third tutorial, "Addressing Variations - During Layout, Post-layout and Post-Silicon," covers what 
designers can do to cope with increasing variability during the various stages of the design and 
manufacturing process. It will be given by Praveen Elakkumanan from IBM Corp., Raj Varada from 
Intel Corp., James Culp from IBM Corp., and Michael Orshansky from the University of Texas at 
Austin.  
The fourth tutorial is on "DFM Routing and Clock Distribution," design steps that are both critical and 
complex in modern IC design. State-of-the-art techniques for dealing with these complexities will be 
covered by David Z. Pan from the University of Texas at Austin, Eric Nequist from Cadence Design 
Systems, and Simon Tam from Intel Corp.  
The fifth tutorial is on "Modeling Deterministic Timing and Reliability Effects in Sub-65 nm Flows." In 
addition to variability, IC manufacturing is limited by many predictable effects, which must be analyzed 
and modeled to accurately predict chip performance and reliability. These effects, and techniques for 
dealing with them, will be covered by Satya Pullela from Clear Shape Technologies Corp. (now 
Cadence Design Systems), Chandramouli Kashyap from Intel Corp., and Bruce McGaughy from 
Cadence Design Systems.  
In addition, four embedded tutorials, which are included in the conference registration, will be provided 
on physical synthesis (Tuesday), nano-photonics (Wednesday), MOSFET modeling and formal 
verification (Thursday).  
Over 750 attendees are expected to attend this year's conference. Please refer to the ICCAD web site 
(http://www.iccad.com/) for tutorial information and registration.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Mentor Graphics Chairman and CEO to Present Keynote at International System-on-Chip Design 
Conference 
2 October 2007 

Mentor Graphics Corporation announced that Walden C. Rhines, chairman and CEO, will keynote at the 
International System-on-Chip Design Conference (ISOCC) in Seoul, Korea. The conference runs 
October 15-16, 2007. For more information, please visit: http://www.isocc.org/.  
Who: Walden C. Rhines, chairman and CEO, Mentor Graphics  

http://www.iccad.com/
http://www.mentor.com/
http://www.isocc.org/
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What: Rhines will present the keynote “Changing the Design Rules” at ISOCC  

Where: COEX Conference Center, Seoul, Korea  

When: Presentation takes place on Monday, October 15 at 10:30 a.m.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Performance Based Logistics Supporting the Warfighter a Key Concern for Symposium Attendees  
September 28, 2007 

By their presence at an educational symposium held in August, senior management from the world''s 
leading aerospace and defense companies signified that performance based logistics (PBL) may be the 
most pressing issue facing their industry. 
In order to help its aerospace industry customers prepare for the new defense-contracting environment 
created to better support the Warfighter, IFS—the global enterprise applications company—held this 
first-ever symposium on PBL hosted at the GE Aviation Learning Center in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

PBL is a support strategy that uses performance requirements and incentives to contract with vendors to 
maintain and support weapons systems while controlling total cost of ownership. As the conflicts in 
Afghanistan and Iraq saw increasing usage levels of some aircraft and weapon systems and the 
punishing environment of the Middle East began to take its toll, some military contractors found that the 
performance-based agreements (PBA''s) they had signed no longer reflected the scope of work necessary 
to support systems that had been used more heavily than anticipated. 
"IFS was perhaps the first to realize that PBL contractors would need a way to anticipate maintenance 
demand while reducing their investment in the supply chain," IFS Director of Aerospace and Defense 
Kevin Deal said. 

According to Deal, PBL is nothing new to the military, as elements of it can be seen even in the first 
aircraft ever commissioned for the United States armed services. Since this time, however, both the 
weapons systems and they way they are used have become more complex. 
"One of the first examples of a performance based military contract was a ''heavier than air flying 
machine'' purchased from Orville and Wilbur Wright for the then US Army Signal Corps," Deal said. 
"However, today''s military PBL contractors are faced with unique challenges. Contracts entered into 
years ago did not anticipate changes in mission and op tempos. Aircraft designed to provide a certain 
wartime mission might now also be used in new ways, for instance to provide humanitarian relief. Also, 
aircraft are being utilized at a higher rate and therefore are wearing out more quickly causing a strain on 
maintenance and supply chain. These unforeseen factors cause significant challenges to PBL contractors 
working under older contracts." 

Speakers included experts from IFS Aerospace and Defense, as well as military and defense 
manufacturers including: 

• Lorna Estep, Deputy Director for Supply, Directorate of Logistics, AFMC 

• John Osborn, Deputy Vice President, JSF Global Sustainment, BAE Systems 

• Tony Guarino, Director, Business Development Logistics, Lockheed Martin 

• Doug Bowman, Program Director, Logistic IT Solutions, Lockheed Martin 

http://www.ifsworld.com/
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• Dr. Thomas C. Pieplow, Assistant Program Executive Officer, Army Aviation 
The symposium, which took place August 23, drew attendance from several branches of the armed 
forces and industry-leading companies including BAE Systems, Ball Aerospace, Booz Allen Hamilton, 
Breeze Eastern, CACI, CSC, Derco Aerospace, General Dynamics, GE Aviation, Lockheed Martin, 
Olgoonik Logistics, RLO Consulting, Portal Dynamics, SAIC, Sogeti USA, SSSI, and Williams 
International. 

Aerospace and defense is one of IFS'' targeted market segments. IFS Applications includes advanced 
standard functionality that meets the demanding requirements of defense manufacturers. IFS'' fully 
integrated project tracking and product data management (PDM) capabilities, when combined with other 
IFS Applications components, make it easier to operate while managing the design, manufacturing, and 
ongoing spare parts logistics and maintenance support of complex products throughout the product 
lifecycle. 
The IFS Aerospace and Defense solutions span the complete product lifecycle focusing on delivery of 
comprehensive in-service logistics solutions such as MRO (Maintenance Repair and Overhaul), EAM 
(Enterprise Asset Management), and PBL (Performance-based Logistics) solutions that support the 
aerospace and defense industry and arms of services world-wide. IFS can deliver solutions to several of 
the subordinate markets of PBL including CLS (Contractor Logistics Support), DVD (Direct Vendor 
Delivery), and TSPR (Total System Program Responsibility). 

IFS customers within the aerospace and defense industry include the British, Norwegian, and US 
defense organizations as well as the Eurofighter consortium. Commercial MRO shops and operators 
include Finnair, Bristow Helicopters, Aero-Dienst GmbH, Hawker Pacific, and Jet Turbine Services. In 
addition, IFS provides solutions to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) such as General 
Dynamics, Lockheed Martin, BAE SYSTEMS, Saab, and GE Transportation. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Siemens PLM Software Digital Manufacturing Symposium: November 14-15, 2007 
October 2007 
Date: November 14-15, 2007  
What: Symposium  
Product line: Tecnomatix  
Place: Dearborn, MI (Ford Conference and Event Center) 
Siemens PLM Software will host the Digital Manufacturing Symposium on November 14 and 15, 2007, 
in Dearborn, Michigan. Join leaders from other companies, industry experts, Siemens executives, and 
technology leaders in exploring the latest solutions, successes, and future directions in digital 
manufacturing. 

This year's attendees of the Digital Manufacturing Symposium will learn: 

• How other companies, in their own words, dealt with common manufacturing issues through 
application of digital manufacturing technology 

• How Siemens is expanding its vision for greater speed with confidence in manufacturing 
engineering 

• Of best practices in breakout sessions that discuss the application of technology to specific 
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industry problems 

• Of the latest enhancements to the Tecnomatix® portfolio - including new technologies - in a 
series of break-out sessions 

Agenda 
November 14 
Audience - senior management, functional management, and technology leaders 

• Dr. Robert Atkinson - noted author of "Digital Prosperity: Understanding the Economic Benefits 
of the Information Technology Revolution" speaking on how IT investment impacts five key 
areas of successful companies. 

• Experience of the users - manufacturing executives from companies like yours, from a range of 
industries, share their digital manufacturing objectives and experiences. 

• Executive management of Siemens PLM Solutions describing the vision of Siemens to provide 
speed with confidence to manufacturing issues through Digital Manufacturing solutions. 

Wednesday evening event 
An evening reception to meet your peers in other companies, Siemens executives, and Siemens technical 
leaders 

November 15 
Audience - functional management, technology leaders, and digital manufacturing users 

• How assembly planning and validation is changing in aerospace to improve manufacturing 
efficiency  

• Applying Digital Manufacturing to large batch and small batch assembly  

• Solutions for automotive die, body-in-white and assembly process design and validation  

• Integration of the Factory Floor with Product Lifecycle Management  

• Emerging technologies and enhancements to existing Tecnomatix solutions  
There is no fee for this symposium but space is limited, so sign up today. 

Hotel accommodations  

There are several hotels within a short driving distance to the Ford Conference & Event Center. Here are 
four close-by hotels – There is a special rate at the Dearborn Inn for this event.  

• Dearborn Inn - US +1 3132712700 Call , two blocks from event  

• Hyatt Regency Dearborn - US +1 3135931234 Call , one mile  

• Quality Inn Dearborn - US +1 3135650800 Call , one mile  

• Hampton Inn - US +1 3134369600 Call , two miles  

Click here to return to Contents 
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Financial News 
AVEVA Group plc - Trading Update 
4 October 2007 

Following the completion of its half year to 30 September 2007, AVEVA Group plc, ("AVEVA") 
announced the following pre-close trading update. 
Overall the company's interim results for the six months ending 30 September 2007 are expected once 
again to show strong growth. 

AVEVA's principal markets of oil and gas, power and marine remain buoyant. Geographically we have 
seen a particularly strong performance from the Asia Pacific region where customers continue to commit 
high levels of investment to support their continued growth. Much of this demand tends to generate 
upfront licence fees. Growth across Central Europe has also been very strong. Existing power and plant 
customers are increasing their current usage of our products and we are winning more clients. US and 
WEMEA trading has progressed in line with our expectations. 
Expanding new and existing technologies remains central to our success and consequently, investment 
for the period is at a high level. This allows us to strengthen our existing products as well as opening up 
new opportunities with new products. 
The Board expects the strength of trading in the first six months to continue during the second half of 
the financial year, but given the high level of initial fees generated in the first half, anticipates a 
relatively even split of profits between the two halves. The Board therefore believes results for the full 
year will be ahead of our previous expectations. 
Richard Longdon, Chief Executive of AVEVA said: 'We continue to maintain excellent momentum 
across all our markets. We are seeing sustained demand from customers and our innovative technologies 
put us in a very strong position to benefit from continuing buoyant markets.' 
The Company will be announcing its interim results for the 6 months ended 30 September 2007 on 
Monday 12 November 2007. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Systemes Schedules Third Quarter 2007 -Conference Call Webcast for October 30, 2007 
3 October 2007 

Dassault Systèmes (DS) will host a conference call on Tuesday, October 30, 2007, to discuss its 
operating performance for the third quarter 2007 ended September 30, 2007.  
The management of Dassault Systèmes will host the conference call at 9:00 AM New York Time – 3:00 
PM Paris Time to discuss the Company’s operating performance.  
The conference call will be available via the Internet by accessing Dassault Systèmes’ website at 
http://www.3ds.com/corporate/investors/ Follow the directions on the main page to link to the audio. 
Please go to the website at least fifteen minutes prior to the call to register, to download and install any 
necessary audio software. The webcast will be archived for 30 days.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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IBM: Watchtower Extends the Acceptance Period in Relation to the Recommended Cash Offer to the 
Shareholders in Telelogic 
4 October 2007 
This Offer is not being made nor will any tender of shares be accepted from or on behalf of holders in 
any jurisdiction in which the making of the Offer or the acceptance of any tender of shares therein would 
not be made in compliance with laws of such jurisdiction. The Offer is not being made, directly or 
indirectly, in or into Australia, Canada, Japan or South Africa. The Offer is being treated in the United 
States as one to which the “Tier II” exemption mentioned in Rule 14d-1(d) under the U.S. Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 is applicable. The press release has been published in Swedish and English. In the 
event that there are any differences between the language versions, the Swedish version shall prevail.  
International Business Machines Corporation (“IBM”), through its indirect wholly-owned subsidiary 
Watchtower AB (“Watchtower”) (previously Goldcup D 2933 AB), a Swedish private limited liability 
company, announced on June 11, 2007 a recommended public cash offer to the holders of all issued and 
outstanding shares in Telelogic AB (publ) (“Telelogic”), to tender all Telelogic shares to Watchtower 
(the “Offer”). The Offer has been unanimously recommended by the Board of Directors of Telelogic.  
On July 30, 2007 Watchtower announced an extension of the acceptance period of the Offer until 17.00 
(CET) on October 9, 2007.  
Early termination of the Hart-Scott-Rodino pre-closing waiting period was granted on October 2, 2007, 
successfully completing the antitrust review process in the United States.  
Watchtower has received information that its application for clearance of the Offer in the European 
Union has been extended into the second phase of the review procedure. Watchtower has therefore 
decided to extend the acceptance period until 17.00 (CET) on December 7, 2007. Provided that 
Watchtower announces that the conditions of the Offer have been satisfied or waived on December 13, 
2007, settlement is expected to commence approximately one week thereafter.  
The European Union’s Phase II process can last up to 90 working days, starting from October 3, 2007, 
unless extended. If extended, it may take up to 125 working days.  
All other terms and conditions set out in the offer document apply during the extended acceptance 
period.  
The offer document in a Swedish and an English version and other information about the Offer is 
published on http://www.ibm.com/software/rational/welcome/telelogic/, on www.telelogic.com and on 
http://www.nordea.se/placera.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Open Text to Report First Quarter Fiscal Year 2008 Financial Results on Thursday, November 1, 
2007 
4 October 2007 

Open Text™ Corporation announced that financial results for its first quarter of fiscal 2008 will be 
released on Thursday, November 1, 2007 at approximately 4:00 p.m. ET. 

Teleconference Call 
Open Text will host a conference call on November 1, 2007 at 5:00 p.m. ET to discuss the final financial 

http://www.ibm.com/software/rational/welcome/telelogic/,
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results of its first quarter. 
Date:     Thursday, November 1, 2007 

Time:     5:00 p.m. ET/2:00 p.m. PT 

Length:   60 minutes 

Where:    416-640-1907 

Please dial-in approximately 10 minutes before the teleconference is scheduled to begin. A replay of the 
call will be available beginning November 1, 2007 at 7:00 p.m. ET through 11:59 p.m. on November 15, 
2007 and can be accessed by dialing 416-640-1917 and using pass code 21249297 followed by the 
number sign. 
For more information or to listen to the call via Web cast, please use the following link:  
http://www.opentext.com/investor/investor_events/index.html.  

Click here to return to Contents 

RAND Announces Shareholders Conference on Oct 30, 11AM 
October 1, 2007 

Rand A Technology Corporation operating as RAND Worldwide ® ("Rand" or the "Company"), 
announced today that the special meeting of Rand shareholders to approve its proposed arrangement 
with certain funds managed by Ampersand Ventures will take place on Tuesday, October 30, 2007.  
As previously announced, Rand has entered into a definitive agreement pursuant to which certain funds 
managed by Ampersand Ventures will acquire, through 2144258 Ontario Inc., all of the issued and 
outstanding common shares of Rand for a cash purchase price of C$2.10 per common share, subject to, 
among other things, approval by Rand shareholders. The special meeting had initially been set for 
October 15, 2007. The Company has revised the meeting date to allow sufficient time for the parties to 
prepare the meeting materials to be sent to Rand shareholders and to satisfy certain closing conditions. 
The change of meeting date will not materially impact the overall timeline for closing of the transaction, 
which is expected to occur in early November 2007.  
The special meeting of Rand Shareholders will take place at 11:00 a.m. (Toronto time) on Tuesday, 
October 30, 2007 at the Westin Harbor Castle, One Harbor Square, Toronto, Ontario. The record date 
for the meeting has not changed - Rand shareholders of record at the close of business on September 14, 
2007 will be entitled to attend and vote at the special meeting. Rand expects that the management 
information circular and form of proxy in connection with the proposed arrangement with Ampersand 
will be mailed to shareholders in the first week of October 2007.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 
Agilent Technologies Donates $13 Million in EDA Software to Georgia Electronic Design Center 
4 October 2007 

Agilent Technologies Inc. announced an agreement to provide Agilent EDA software, support and 

http://www.opentext.com/investor/investor_events/index.html
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training, totaling $13 million, to a new hub of the Georgia Electronic Design Center (GEDC) in Atlanta. 
The new Agilent EDA Simulation Center will facilitate RF and microwave-system and circuit-design 
instruction and research for students, and serve as a catalyst for start-up companies involved in wireless 
communications design. The venture, sponsored by the Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech), 
is expected to be fully operational by year’s end.  

“Agilent’s EDA tools help us continue to advance wireless technology and support our students, as well 
as to encourage and support start-up companies,” said Joy Laskar, director of GEDC. “We also want to 
contribute to the success of other academic and non-profit institutions through sharing our experience in 
this partnership. We are making plans to release large portions of work using the Agilent EEsof EDA 
platforms for academic use.”  
The agreement demonstrates a significant expansion of the long-standing relationship between Georgia 
Tech and Agilent. This agreement is part of the newly created Agilent EEsof EDA University Alliance 
program, which includes a tailored, three-year custom license program to provide access to the complete 
line of Agilent EEsof EDA tools to start-up companies. Agilent also plans to offer customer training at 
the GEDC’s Agilent EDA Simulation Center.  

“This is one of the largest academic donations of Agilent EEsof products to a single institution,” said 
Jim McGillivary, vice president and general manager with Agilent’s EEsof EDA division. “We realize 
that universities and start-up incubator programs play a crucial role in pushing the limits of EDA tools, 
and Agilent’s EDA offering needs to be integrated and lead simulation technology in all areas. The 
energy, enthusiasm and drive within this program is really exciting for all of us.”  
Academic uses of the Agilent EEsof Simulation Center at GEDC will focus on Agilent EEsof’s 
Advanced Design System (ADS), the 3-D Electromagnetic Design System (EMDS) 3-D EM simulator 
and the AMDS simulator that incorporates antenna EM simulation technology recently acquired by 
Agilent. The center will also be the world’s largest academic installation of Agilent’s Golden Gate 
simulator in a parallel processor environment. Golden Gate offers the ability to simulate complex 
CMOS RFIC designs, including complete network parasitic elements, in production scale SOC 
implementations. Initial plans include a 60 parallel core configuration.  
A ribbon-cutting ceremony for the EDA Simulation Center at the GEDC in Atlanta is planned for Oct. 
30 at 4:30 p.m. ET. The event will take place at the Technology Square Research Building, located at 85 
5th Street, on the Georgia Tech campus.  
Additional information about Agilent’s EDA software offerings is available at 
http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk Announces HTC Sweden as October Inventor of the Month 
2 October 2007 

Autodesk, Inc. announced that HTC Sweden, a market leader in machines for grinding and polishing 
stone floors, has been named Autodesk Inventor of the Month for October. The Inventor of the Month 
program (http://www.autodesk.com/inventorofthemonth) recognizes innovative design and engineering 
advancements made by the community using Autodesk Inventor software. 
HTC Sweden's flooring machines, which use a diamond-based grinding system, have radically changed 
the perception of how to work with stone floors. While the technology can be used for any kind of stone 
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-- including granite, natural stone or even marble -- its most popular application has been with concrete 
floors. Diamond-polished concrete turns bright and shiny, with the rocks within the concrete appearing 
as a darker pattern on a light surface, creating a beautiful, hygienic and easily managed floor that is 
cheaper to maintain than other flooring materials. 

Autodesk Inventor plays a critical role in helping HTC Sweden develop its products. As the foundation 
of the Autodesk Digital Prototyping solution, Inventor software brings together design data from all 
phases of the product development process to create a single digital model. This single digital model 
simulates the complete product and gives engineers the ability to better visualize, optimize and manage 
their design before producing a physical prototype. Via its design partners, HTC utilizes Autodesk 
AliasStudio software for concept and industrial design, along with Autodesk Productstream software to 
create a digital pipeline that manages all data. The company's use of Autodesk 3ds Max animation 
software allows them to use their digital model to develop marketing materials, saving significant costs 
and spurring sales in advance of manufacturing. 
"The time is long gone when you could afford to have the design and engineering departments working 
separately and updating one another with drawings," said Karl Thysell, product development head at 
HTC Sweden. "Product information should be stored in one place and available to everyone so that 
feedback from one department to another can be delivered in a structured, digital form. The full suite of 
products that Autodesk provides -- from AliasStudio and Inventor during the concepting and 
engineering phases, to Productstream for managing the product development lifecycle -- has been 
invaluable in helping us create and manage a digital workflow." 
As a result of the company's adoption of Digital Prototyping, HTC Sweden has minimized the number 
of physical prototypes that it needs to create. Today, only one research prototype is built before a new 
product is launched together with a small commercial series. Previously, the company had to dedicate 
time and resources to develop up to five sets of physical prototypes. With the cost of a prototype for the 
company's flagship product, the HTC 2500 iX, being nearly $500,000, the savings can be substantial. 

"It's no accident that HTC Sweden is experiencing 40 percent annual growth in their product segments 
and that the prognosis for its new product line points toward a 200 percent increase in new business," 
said Robert "Buzz" Kross, senior vice president of Autodesk Manufacturing Solutions. "Digital 
Prototyping enables time-savings and profitability, which in turn generates organic growth and market 
expansion. It is gratifying to see a customer reaping the rewards of digital prototypes, and it is a pleasure 
to name them as October's Inventor of the Month." 

About the Autodesk Inventor of the Month Program 
Each month, Autodesk selects an Inventor of the Month from the more than 600,000 users of Autodesk 
Inventor software. Winners are chosen for engineering excellence and groundbreaking innovation. For 
more information on Autodesk Inventor of the Month, contact IOM@autodesk.com.  
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Dassault Systèmes and Re-Engineering Australia Help Australia’s Next Generation of Innovators 
1 October 2007 

Dassault Systèmes (DS) and Re-Engineering Australia (REA) Forum, a not-for-profit working for the 
future of Australian Industry and all Australians, announced the signing of an agreement to make 
CATIA available to high school students across Australia.  
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“At REA, our vision for Australia is that we become a global leader in design and innovation, a nation 
that is approached by the biggest companies in the world to assist them with large and complex 
projects,” explains Paul Bray, general manager of REA Forum. “The only way we can do that is to have 
the right tools from day one. That is why we have focused our school programs around CATIA. It is the 
tool of choice in most industries, including automotive, aerospace, shipbuilding, to name a few.” 

Whether a student wants to one day design or product jet aircraft, racing cars, speedboats, consumer 
goods, jewelry, electronic products, sustainable energy technologies or architectural and large structures, 
CATIA will provide them with a solid foundation.  
“This agreement recognizes the outstanding work achieved by REA Forum, not only here in Australia 
but also in other parts of the world like France. With great foresight and a lot of passion and energy, they 
have campaigned to place the world’s best 3D technologies into the hands of our next generation, the 
people who will one day come up with innovative ways to improve our lives whilst reducing impact on 
the environment,” says Arnaud Decaix, general manager of Asia Pacific South, Dassault Systèmes. 
“Many other countries are looking to adopt the REA project-based learning approach, including Japan, 
China, India and Canada.”  

The unique offer from DS and REA is available to Australia’s high schools and their students through 
innovative CATIA User Companion learning solutions. Through a series of multi-media Web-based 
training packages, teachers and students can master the various modules of CATIA at their own 
convenience. This enables teachers to focus on managing CAD learning and project work, without 
having to be a technology expert. 

About REA 
The Re-Engineering Australia Forum Ltd was founded in 1999 as a not-for-profit organisation to inspire 
young Australians to consider a career in engineering and to pioneer new technologies. REA Forum is a 
group of like-minded government departments, private sector firms and organisations working together. 
They include: Telstra Australia, CONCENTRIC Asia Pacific, Dassault Systemes, Webex, Royal 
Australian Navy, ResMed, APESMA, ACEA, AIG, Victoria University, Australian Federal 
Government, Queensland Government, Victorian Government, SA Government, NSW Government. 
Founder & Chairman: Michael Myers; Patron: the Hon. John Button; launched by the Hon. John 
Brumby MP. REA Forum realises that for Australia to be perceived by overseas industries as a leading 
global innovator we have to excite the minds of our young people today. REA’s nationwide innovation 
competitions have resulted in university students coming up with amazing world-first ideas and boys 
and girls as young as Year 7 (in the Schools Innovation Design Challenge) using technology that 
professional engineers don’t have access to (provided by Dassault Systemes)! REA Forum has 
conceived a series of exciting initiatives for future release which will create a “career pathway” from 
primary age to university.  
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Global Telecommunication Equipment Manufacturer Signs 3.5M EUR Agreement with Telelogic 
2 October 2007 

Telelogic announced that it has signed a 3 year, 3.5 MEUR license and maintenance contract with a 
global leading telecommunication equipment manufacturer. The agreement gives the customer a 
possibility for an extension for another 27 months worth an additional amount of 3.3 MEUR.  
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The company will deploy Telelogic Change™ across their global enterprise for complete enterprise 
change management. Telelogic Change’s capabilities are added to their existing investment in 
Telelogic’s solutions for Enterprise Lifecycle Management. The customer is currently using Telelogic 
DOORS®, Telelogic Focal Point™, Telelogic Synergy™, Telelogic Rhapsody®, Telelogic System 
Architect™, and Telelogic Tau®. The agreement is Telelogic’s single largest deal for Telelogic Change.  

“The control of change is vital in the dynamic communications market and the ability to truly master 
this requirement within a fully integrated lifecycle solution is a necessity for continued success,” said 
Anders Lidbeck, President and CEO of Telelogic. “The selection of Telelogic Change and the increased 
commitment to our solutions for Enterprise Lifecycle Management further strengthens Telelogic’s 
relationship with a global leader in the communications industry.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

Harbin Aircraft Industry Group Corp. Gains Strategic Advantage with VISTAGY’s FiberSIM® 
Software for Composites Development 
2 October 2007 

VISTAGY, Inc. announced that Harbin Aircraft Industry Group Corp. Ltd. (Hafei) selected VISTAGY’s 
FiberSIM® software to engineer complex composite components for a major commercial airliner. With 
the help of FiberSIM, Hafei delivered these components to its international partner earlier than 
scheduled and met all quality requirements.  
Hafei selected FiberSIM for the design and manufacture of complex aerospace structures because of the 
software’s industry-leading composites development capabilities. Hafei found that with FiberSIM, 
engineers were able to shorten the product development cycle, increase productivity and significantly 
improve the overall quality of components. In light of these successes, Hafei has chosen to standardize 
its composites programs on FiberSIM for future aerospace projects.  
With the help of VISTAGY’s professional services organization and strong local support in China, 
Hafei engineers deployed the software very quickly and found they could immediately automate and 
streamline the complete, end-to-end product development process, including part simulation, generation 
of accurate flat patterns, and the ability to drive the manufacturing process from a single-source model. 
This resulted in both improved data integrity and tighter integration with other software and 
manufacturing machines in the process.  
Because of FiberSIM’s direct integration with Hafei’s commercial 3D CAD system, its engineers work 
completely in their native 3D environment. FiberSIM enables the engineers to confidently and 
efficiently design complex structures, and easily make and manage hundreds of changes throughout their 
product designs. FiberSIM’s automated ply-book generation capability and interfaces to manufacturing 
equipment also enable easy interaction with downstream processes.  
Kevin Zhao, president of United Right Group, Inc., VISTAGY’s partner in China, remarked, 
“FiberSIM’s advanced composites engineering capabilities have made it a clear leader in China and 
have helped companies like Hafei successfully compete on the world stage.”  
“We are proud to have helped Hafei realize its composite product development goals, and we are proud 
that FiberSIM will be at the heart of their upcoming development efforts,” continued Mamoru Iguchi, 
general manager, Asia Pacific at VISTAGY, Inc.  

About Harbin Aircraft Industry Group Corp. Ltd.  
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Harbin Aircraft Industry Group Corp. (Hafei) is an aerospace manufacturing leader in China and utilizes 
its vast composites application expertise for the development of commercial airplanes and helicopters. 
Hafei utilizes more than one thousand types of composite materials amounting to more than 30 tons of 
material with a value over 100 million Yuan. Hafei has recently signed significant contracts for the 
development of composites structures for future commercial aircraft.  

Click here to return to Contents 

iRex Technologies Selects Arena PLM as a Pillar for Their Success in Bringing Game-Changing 
Electronic Paper Technology to Market 
3 October 2007 

Arena Solutions announced that iRex Technologies BV, the Netherlands-based inventor of electronic 
paper—and one of the most innovative electronic readers and digital sketchbooks on the planet, has 
selected Arena PLM to improve communication with its contract manufacturing partners and thus, 
streamline its product development process, reduce errors and increase the speed at which they can 
deliver their products to market and meet the high-level of customer demand. The company evaluated 
several competitive products and selected Arena PLM, after participating in its try-and-buy program, 
because of its on-demand delivery, lower cost of ownership and ease of deployment and use—requiring 
no additional hardware or IT staff.  
The company, iRex Technologies BV, was launched out of consumer electronics giant Royal Phillips to 
commercialize its Electronic Paper Display technology which had been researched for decades. The 
team of specialists at iRex uses their expertise to create cutting edge electronic paper products for 
personal and business use. The company will rely upon Arena PLM to centralize their product 
information and automate key collaboration processes, including compliance management and 
engineering changes and requests. The company will use the analytical tools in Arena PLM to gain 
instant visibility into the product, project, and compliance status for their iLiad product, the company's 
portable electronic device that is being adopted by users around the world who appreciate the 
convenience of being able to sketch ideas just like they would on paper and carry volumes of books and 
other reading materials in a single source, much like the Apple iPod did for consumers' music libraries.  
“Without the right tools, it would be impossible to produce the number of iLiad products that consumers 
are demanding from us in a cost-effective way,” said Kees Gommers, director of operations and supply 
management for iRex. “Arena PLM provides us with the PLM infrastructure that lets us work more 
effectively with our supply chain partners, without requiring any additional IT expenditure or a long, 
drawn-out implementation effort or steep learning curve on our part. Instead, it was easy and cost-
effective. Arena PLM is a critical tool that will support us in bringing iRex's award-winning products to 
market and to continue staying in the forefront of the main players in this market.  
With on-demand Arena PLM, iRex will enable its extended teams to interact transparently with each 
other regardless of geographic or organizational boundaries. By centralizing the company's product 
information, iRex will be able to streamline communications, thus reducing the incidents of errors and 
unnecessary rework.  
“At iRex, we knew PLM was an important investment to help us better work with our supply chain 
partners, but we were worried about the risks associated with the lengthy deployment of traditional 
client/server software,” said Daniel Wiermans, the senior electronics engineer who led the evaluation of 
PLM solutions for iRex. “Arena Solutions' was unique in that they worked with us to validate the 
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application in our environment and actually let us try the solution with our own data before we made our 
investment. We were up and running faster than I ever expected.”  
“Arena PLM is a perfect fit for iRex Technologies. Like every other manufacturer I know, iRex couldn't 
tolerate the disruption and lengthy downtime associated with traditional client/server PLM 
implementations. But, the company needed the efficiencies and control of a full-featured PLM solution. 
We offered them both, with the added benefits of it being on-demand and affordable. The fact they were 
also able to try Arena PLM with their own data before buying it and see the benefits immediately 
certainly helped, too,” said Michael Topolovac, chief executive officer of Arena Solutions. “We look 
forward to a long successful relationship with iRex and are delighted to support them as they change the 
game in the electronics market where they have significantly advanced the technology, and deliver their 
innovative products to their customers faster and more efficiently than ever before.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

Jinse Shipbuilding Co. to Build First Ships Using AVEVA Marine Solutions 
4 October 2007 

AVEVA announced that Jinse Shipbuilding Co. will be using AVEVA Marine to build its first ships. 

Jinse Shipbuilding Co., a recent addition to the Korean shipbuilding industry, is based in Busan, the 
largest harbour city in South Korea. Jinse has received orders for 32,000DWT and 180,000DWT bulk 
carriers, with the former due to be delivered by early 2008. By adopting AVEVA Marine as the core 
technology for ship design, Jinse's engineering team is now placed alongside the giants of the 
shipbuilding industry. 
Kim Tae Hyoung, Director of Jinse Shipbuilding Co. says, "The onus is on us to build high quality ships 
in the most efficient manner. We believe that AVEVA Marine will lead to higher production accuracy, 
savings in calendar time and less rework." 
Peter Finch, President of AVEVA Asia Pacific says, "Using the AVEVA Marine portfolio, Jinse will be 
equipped with comprehensive solutions for the design, construction and lifetime support of all types of 
ships. The portfolio also features sophisticated analysis capabilities that allow the most advanced ship 
design and comprehensive production-support functions to ensure efficient, high-quality shipbuilding. 
We anticipate that the Jinse-AVEVA partnership will carry on well into the future." 

About Jinse Shipbuilding Co. 
Jinse Shipbuilding Co. is based in Busan, the largest harbour city in Korea. A recent addition to the 
Korean shipbuilding industry, the company was formed by Jinse Heavy Industry after the acquisition of 
Sunjin Shipbuilding in 2001. 
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Optima Group Implements CoCreate's PLM Throughout the Enterprise 
2 October 2007 

CoCreate Software Inc. announced that Optima Group has purchased CoCreate OneSpace Model 
Manager for its enterprise worldwide. Optima plans to couple the CoCreate OneSpace Suite with its 
SAP™ system for an integrated PLM environment. 
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The Optima Group produces sophisticated packaging equipment for pharmaceutical, consumer and 
nonwoven goods and engages more than 1000 employees in Germany, the US, Japan, Mexico, Italy, 
Brazil, France, Korea and the UK. CoCreate partner, INNEO Solutions, supports the Optima Group for 
all its CoCreate Software installations. 

To produce its vast and innovative portfolio of high-tech machinery, Optima Group relies on expert 
engineers and 250 seats of CoCreate OneSpace Modeling. 
Optima originally chose OneSpace Modeling over a traditional history-based 3D CAD system because 
OneSpace Modeling can handle large components-assemblies made up of 50,000 parts or more is typical 
for an Optima project. Plus, CoCreate's Dynamic Modeling based approach to product design offers the 
flexibility Optima demands to meet short time-to-market needs. 
"Our customers often request changes very late in the design process," said Jochen Schaile, CAD 
Manager at Optima. "With the Dynamic Modeling based approach, any designer can pick up any project 
and go straight to work making those changes. You don't have to know anything about how a design 
started out to take it any direction you need to go. 

"Optima customers rely on our evolving technology. With OneSpace Modeling, our engineers are free to 
look forward without bogging down in the history of a design or being bound by designs that don't fit 
the bill." 
Optima is capping off its PLM environment with OneSpace Model Manager, CoCreate's data 
management product. With engineers working around the clock and around the world, the company 
needs to know that anyone can easily find, load, work on, and store large files, without fear of 
overwriting or using outdated material. With OneSpace Model Manager, product development is 
centrally managed and information flows effortlessly throughout the company. 
The Optima design environment exemplifies CoCreate's 3rd generation approach to PLM. It leverages 
existing IT investments and integrates product development with both upstream and downstream 
systems to create a lean business process and optimal enterprise management. 

"Our product development environment must be integrated within our organization," said Schaile. "We 
won't sacrifice time or effort on incompatible systems. Rather, we let the seamless integration between 
product development and manufacturing systems work for us to automate exchanges in the PLM 
process." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Scott Bader Sharpens Innovation Focus with Sopheon’s Accolade® System 
October 1, 2007 

Sopheon, the international software and services company, announced today that Scott Bader, a U.K.-
based producer of composite and specialty polymer resins, has selected Sopheon's Accolade product life 
cycle management (PLM) solution to enhance the company’s product innovation and portfolio 
management processes. Scott Bader will deploy the Sopheon system among users in research and 
development, marketing and executive roles at company locations in the U.K., France, North America, 
Croatia, South Africa and Dubai. 
Founded in 1920, Scott Bader has a rich history as a product innovator. The company created the first 
polyester resin that would cure at room temperature, the first air-drying polyesters, and the first 
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polyester resins for marine applications. The latter were used to make the hull for the world’s first large 
glass-reinforced plastic boat. Scott Bader is a past winner of the Queens Award, the highest honor a 
U.K. company can receive for technological innovation. 
Against this backdrop of achievement, Scott Bader recently launched an organization-wide strategic 
initiative aimed at renewing the company’s commitment to innovation. A principal goal of the effort is 
to increase market share by accelerating product development and bringing more successful products to 
market. Underlying strategies include shifting the focus of research and development away from custom 
resin solutions toward new-to-the-world products with broad market appeal. Sopheon’s Accolade system 
will play a central part in the initiative by enabling Scott Bader to automate its product development 
process and make more informed decisions about which product ideas to develop.  
In addition to providing process automating capabilities, the Accolade modules being deployed by Scott 
Bader will furnish advanced support for product portfolio, resource and idea management. Expected 
advantages include more effective prioritization of product development projects, improved visibility of 
project details, stronger collaboration within project teams and across functional silos, and more 
consistent focus of resources on commercially promising product opportunities. The idea management 
module will facilitate the submission and capture of product ideas and supply scorecards that will help 
users systematically and objectively evaluate them. Scott Bader is also implementing an Accolade 
Accelerator application that will reduce the amount of time required to put the company’s new 
innovation process in place. 
“It’s important to our business success that we continue to further the maturity of our innovation 
process,” said Global Research and Development Director Roy Phillipps of Scott Bader. “One area 
where we want to grow in sophistication is process measurement. Accolade will help us capture the 
metrics needed to track and evaluate the efficiency and predictability of our process and the business 
value of the projects that pass through it. The best-practice content provided by the Sopheon system is 
also important to us because it will enhance our reporting capabilities and support the kind of ‘what-if’ 
analysis required to make the right go/kill business decisions on projects coming into our developmental 
pipeline. Chemistry is our business.  But innovation is our path to creating value for our customers. We 
view Accolade as a critical component of our value-creation strategy.” 
“Today’s chemical industry is $2.2 trillion in size and growing,” said Bryan Seyfarth, solutions 
marketing director for Sopheon. “For most chemical producers, however, product commoditization is a 
significant, continuing challenge.  Scott Bader has long understood that the answer is product 
innovation. They have made it a focal point of their business goals and philosophy. The business 
decision-support and process efficiencies that Accolade can provide are directly aligned with their 
requirements. Scott Bader joins more than 50 top chemical and chemical-related companies around the 
world that are using Accolade today to address their needs for effective innovation process governance.” 
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'Speedking' Russ Wicks Attempts to Break World Speed Record at Bonneville Speedway in the 
Autodesk-Sponsored Dodge Charger 
2 October 2007 

Autodesk and Dodge Team Up to Sponsor Wicks in his World Speed Record Attempt 

WHAT:      New World Speed Record Russ Wicks, the "Speedking" and the only living person to hold 
world speed records of over 200 mph on both land and water, attempts to break the stock car world 
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speed record of 222 mph, set last year. Wicks and his American Challenge team will attempt to set a 
new world speed record over a three-day period, October 8 - 10. 
WHERE:     Bonneville Speedway, Bonneville, Utah Bonneville Speedway is a flat stretch of terrain in 
the Bonneville Salt Flats located in northwestern Utah. Bonneville Salt Flats has been used as a speed-
testing ground for nearly a century. 

WHEN:      October 8 - 10, 2007 
Activity starts at sunrise on Monday, October 8, 2007. 

DETAILS:   Wicks and his American Challenge team will be attempting to set the record with a Dodge 
Charger stock car race vehicle with sponsorship from Dodge and Autodesk, Inc. 
Wicks' vehicle, the Autodesk-Sponsored Dodge Charger, was built to compete on the Talladega high-
speed oval. The Dodge Motorsports Engineering Group collaborated with Wicks' American Challenge 
team to enhance the speed and stability of the vehicle. Autodesk AliasStudio software-used for design 
and surfacing-and Autodesk Inventor software, a 3D Digital Prototyping tool that optimizes the concept-
to-manufacturing process, played an integral role in the performance modifications. 

CONTACT:   To learn more about how Autodesk technology is helping Wicks in his latest adventure, 
or to schedule an interview with Wicks, please contact: 
Rosemary Mori: rosemary.mori@autodesk.com, 415.547.2474 or cell (on-site) 415.217.9766. 
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S3 / Via Accelerates Design Closure 30% With Sequence CoolProducts 
3 October 2007 

S3 Graphics, a subsidiary of Via Technologies, chose Sequence Design’s CoolProducts for accelerated 
design closure, achieving 1GHz performance in a single pass, when implementing their next-generation 
3D graphics chips. S3 Graphics is a leading supplier in the 3D enabled PC graphics market, delivering a 
wide range of features and performance to serve the graphics and multimedia needs of both the home 
and business markets.  
S3 Graphics increased engineering productivity and shaved months off their top level timing closure 
using the concurrent timing and noise optimization capabilities of CoolPower. The next generation chip 
was challenging in both size and performance: over 10M instances; multiple clocks ranging from 
800MHz to 1GHz; 90nm Fujitsu high performance libraries; with mixed Vt.  
At S3, the physical design team is in charge of all the aspects of physical design, with key objectives of 
engineering productivity and time to market. With Sequence, the team was able to meet industry-
standard time to market goals, while requiring significantly fewer resources, both in engineering 
headcount and software overhead. In fact, they clocked productivity gains of approximately 4 to 5 times 
the industry norm.  
“S3 saved several months on achieving design closure based on CoolPower’s ability to concurrently 
solve for, analyze, and optimize timing and noise,” commented Xin Chang, Manager of Engineering, S3 
Graphics. “We use Sequence for final signoff with an Astro flow, and Cool Products deliver faster run 
time, accurate results, and reduced iterations between different tools.”  
S3 continues to break new boundaries in the high quality and power-efficient mobile and desktop 
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graphics product sectors using Sequence products to achieve power savings goals. Power is important to 
S3 due to both battery life and chip / packaging costs in their high volume mobile and price-sensitive 
media products applications.  
S3 will continue to choose Sequence as its partner for accelerated design closure and power 
management as it moves to 65nm and below. S3 plans to extend their use of CoolPower in the next 
design, for power optimization including automated leakage power reduction, cell resizing and voltage 
drop optimization.  

About S3 Graphics  
S3 Graphics Co., Ltd., a VIA Technologies, Inc. joint venture company, is a leading supplier in the 3D 
enabled PC graphics market. S3 Graphics ships low power, high performance, commercial grade 3D 
graphics sub-systems to top tier notebook manufacturers. In addition, S3 Graphics integrates market-
leading chipset technology from VIA Technologies, Inc. (http://www.viatech.com/) into shared memory 
architecture products for the high volume, value PC market. Headquartered in Fremont, California, S3 
Graphics has a long-term commitment to top performance, quality and state-of-the-art features for 
desktop and mobile applications.  
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Telelogic Signs 7.5 MUSD Agreement with Global Aerospace Defense Company 
2 October 2007 

Telelogic has signed a five year agreement with a North American Aerospace Defense company worth 
7.5 MUSD. The agreement includes licenses, maintenance and services and was signed on October 1.  
The customer, already a user of Telelogic Rhapsody® a leading UML, SysML, DoDAF-based Model-
Driven Development (MDD) environment for embedded systems, has today renewed, extended and 
expand the existing agreement for a further five year period with the solution being rolled out nationally 
at three sites.  
“We are delighted with the contract renewal and extension and its continued evidence of both the 
Rhapsody product and Telelogic’s position as the first choice in delivering the required solutions for the 
aerospace and defense market,” said Anders Lidbeck, President and CEO of Telelogic.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Telelogic signs 3.5 MEUR Agreement with Global Leading Aerospace Defense Manufacturer  
October 1, 2007 

Telelogic has signed a 3.5 year, 3.5 million Euro license, maintenance and consultancy agreement with a 
European aerospace defense manufacturer. The agreement was signed on September 28.  
The agreement extends an existing six year contract signed in 2004 and includes Telelogic DOORS® 
for requirements definition, analysis and management and Telelogic Change™ for requirements change 
management.  
“Telelogic worked closely with the customer to build upon and expand the successful agreements 
established in 2002 and extended in 2004,” said Anders Lidbeck, President and CEO of Telelogic. “This 
contract extension allows us to build upon the existing relationship and further reinforces the success the 
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customer is realizing from working with Telelogic. Today’s announcement takes our agreement beyond 
the ten year mark and not only strengthens our long-term relationship with this customer, but also 
confirms our leading position within the aerospace and defense industry.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

Vivid Retail Gives Global Brands Clear Marketing Advantage Using Displays Designed in 
SolidWorks  
October 1, 2007 

Vivid Retail is using SolidWorks® 3D CAD software to compete in a global economy where the battle 
for retail display projects is won or lost based on time to market, cost, and creativity. The U.K. 
consultancy uses SolidWorks to develop more creative approaches faster for brands such as Virgin®, 
Cadbury® chocolates, and The National Lottery®.  

“The trade point of sale market is tremendously cutthroat,” said Vivid Retail Senior Designer Phil 
Hinchliffe. “If you can’t be the cheapest, you have to be the fastest. SolidWorks intuitive interface not 
only allows us to compete effectively against low-price manufacturers in China, it also allows us to give 
customers a variety of innovative solutions to choose from. That’s how we win big deals.”  
Vivid Retail standardized on SolidWorks software to gain a competitive advantage by increasing 
concept creativity, reducing design cycles, and streamlining how the company communicates with 
hundreds of customers and suppliers. SolidWorks allows Vivid engineers to create four to five design 
options rather than only one or two for each project within tight timeframes–assuring prospects that 
Vivid can work with them to develop the most effective display.  
SolidWorks software enabled Vivid to design, manufacture and deliver 2,300 two-tiered displays for 
recycled shopping bags to global retailer Tesco in 10 days. The team designed the displays in a day and 
used SolidWorks eDrawings® e-mail-enabled design communication tool to share SolidWorks models 
with Tesco representatives and suppliers to streamline design refinement and approval. According to 
Hinchliffe, the process would have taken nearly a month to complete using other CAD approaches.  
SolidWorks’ ability to handle a variety of CAD formats, including 2D, enables Vivid to communicate 
design information easily with suppliers and customers and ensures everyone is on the same page. The 
software allows engineers to create 2D DXF files for computer numerical control (CNC) machining, 
rather than create 2D files manually, to streamline prototyping and manufacturing.  
“Vivid Retail can boast about customers like Esso, Wonderbra, and Sainsbury’s because it knows what 
its customers want from their displays,” said Simon Booker, SolidWorks marketing manager, Europe. 
“SolidWorks allows the company to quickly and imaginatively convey those ideas to win the business 
and continue building out its impressive resume.”  

Vivid Retail relies on authorized SolidWorks reseller Cadtek for ongoing software training, 
implementation, and support.  
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CAD Schroer Partners with C CAD Solutions to Bring Powerful MCAD Software to Engineers in 
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India 
4 October 2007 

CAD Schroer Group (CSG) welcomed a new reseller, C CAD Solutions, in India, focusing on its 
MEDUSA4® Design Automation Suite and STHENO/PRO®, the legacy data management and drafting 
solution fully integrated with Pro/ENGINEER®, Pro/INTRALINK® and Windchill PDMLink™.  
CSG has a strong international presence with offices in Germany, Switzerland, France, the United 
Kingdom, Italy, and the United States. "Offering local, friendly, and technically competent advice to our 
customers has always been our fundamental strength," says Michael Schroer, founding Director of the 
company that has grown from strength to strength since its beginnings as a CAD-based engineering 
services provider in 1986.  

New Partners in Key Locations  
Its extensive reseller network, which subscribes to the same ethos, already covers much of the globe, but 
there is plenty of room for growth in specific countries and market niches. "With the launch of many 
new and exciting modules in the Fourth Generation of the MEDUSA product suite, especially in the area 
of plant and installation design, and the success of STHENO/PRO as a valuable tool for non-associative 
drafting among Pro/ENGINEER users, Value Added Resellers all over the world are jumping aboard", 
says Joep Brouwers, CSG’s International Channel Manager. "This month we are pleased to welcome C 
CAD Solutions, which partners with MCAD industry leaders worldwide to provide best in class 
solutions to engineers throughout India."  

About C CAD Solutions  
Established by M.Vijay Kumar in 2006, C CAD Solutions, located in Hyderabad, India, today has a 
team of eight technical experts with over 50 customers, offering high quality software solutions for 
CAD/CAM/CAE in the Architectural/Engineering/Construction industry, direct and through its own 
exclusive reseller network throughout India.  
“We pride ourselves on our expertise, and the levels of service we provide to customers,” says Company 
Director Vijay Kumar Maligi, “and we look forward to working with CAD Schroer and its products. We 
are especially impressed with the MEDUSA4 PLANT DESIGN SYSTEM, MPDS4, and the FACTORY 
LAYOUT product for 2D to 3D installation design. And because CAD Schroer’s advanced drafting 
solutions integrate easily with Pro/ENGINEER and its Pro/INTRALINK and PDMLink data 
management environments, they can provide real value to all those customers who deploy 
Pro/ENGINEER as their leading 3D solution.”  

Michael Schroer concludes, "No matter which corner of the globe you visit, design engineers have much 
in common: they need competent advice, backed by reliable, efficient, integrated tools that work the way 
engineers do – freeing, rather than restricting, creativity. Our solutions have managed to capture the 
imagination of customers throughout the world, precipitating our move for further expansion. We are 
always pleased to find partners who, as leaders in their field, share our passion for friendly and 
competent customer support, providing real added value to any systems implementation.”  
For more information, please visit http://www.ccadsolutions.com/ 
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Centennial Software Delivers Integrated IT Asset Management  
October 1, 2007 

Centennial Software, the leading developer of IT asset discovery solutions, today announced the release 
of the Centennial Connector for Oracle® E-Business Suite IT Asset Management solution and Oracle’s 
PeopleSoft Enterprise IT Asset Management solution. This connector will enable Oracle’s IT Asset 
Management (ITAM) customers to populate their products with comprehensive and dynamic IT asset 
inventory data provided by the award-winning Centennial Discovery.  
Through this relationship–and by leveraging Oracle and PeopleSoft Enterprise IT Asset Management 
solutions–customers will be able to significantly decrease the cost of IT operations by improving their 
ability to manage the entire lifecycle of an IT asset, including planning, requisition, acquisition, 
discovery and reconciliation. Centennial Software is a Certified Partner in the Oracle PartnerNetwork.  

Andy Burton, CEO at Centennial Software commented, “By integrating Centennial Discovery with 
Oracle IT Asset Management solutions, organizations have the ability to implement a true best-of-breed 
solution with class-leading ERP solutions and a way of keeping these systems populated with 
comprehensive and real-time information on all IT assets across the corporate network.”  
Centennial Discovery includes a full hardware and software audit for all computers (from PCs and 
servers to handheld Smartphones) and network devices such as switches, routers, printers and even Wi-
Fi points. By maintaining full visibility of the IT estate using Oracle’s IT Asset Management solutions 
with Centennial Discovery, customers can control IT costs, maintain compliance to governmental 
regulations, ensure observance to all software licensing obligations, and provide better IT service levels 
in accordance to industry best practice frameworks.  

“Oracle’s partners are an integral part of our commitment to deliver solutions that provide true benefits 
to our customers,” said Tom Herrmann, Vice President, ISV Management and Programs, Oracle. “The 
work with Centennial Discovery will help provide ITAM customers with a comprehensive solution for 
reducing hardware and software costs, controlling service expenses, and automating software and 
regulatory compliance.”  
The Centennial Discovery Connector is available immediately. For more information, please visit 
http://www.centennial-software.com/.  

Click here to return to Contents 

CIM DATABASE / EdgeServer:  Enhanced Performance for Global Sites 
25 September 2007 

The CONTACT Software GmbH extends its offer around global data management for enterprises with 
distributed product development. Immediately the EdgeServer as a new component of the CIM 
DATABASE platform is available. It again accelerates the access from remote locations to the central 
PDM data base. This is made possible especially through optimized communication protocols for wide 
area networks (WAN). Together with CIM DATABASE’ intelligent replication technique locations 
throughout the globe, e.g. in Far East or South America, now benefit from high-performance 
connections to the logically central PLM-backbone. 

Latencies, which indicate the running time of a signal between two network knodes, decrease for 
physical reasons at intercontinental connections in relation to national locations usually around the 
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factor 10 and more. In order to effectively accelerate transaction times, CONTACT Software in close 
coordination with one of their customers developed the technology behind the new EdgeServer product. 
The automotive supplier uses CIM DATABASE as a global development platform and puts the new 
product component into operation at world-wide 19 locations since the end of August.  

Since then the expected improvements in locations such as China and Brazil were met in each case and 
to some extent exceeded considerably. On the average a performance enhancement between 47 and 67 
per cent was reached. Depending on the use case even improvements of over 80 per cent were measured. 
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Dassault Systèmes Launches DELMIA PLM Express 
4 October 2007 

Dassault Systemes (DS) announced DELMIA PLM Express, a comprehensive set of digital 
manufacturing solutions that makes PLM technology easily accessible to smaller businesses within the 
supply chain such as part suppliers, engineering firms and tooling providers. DELMIA PLM Express 
offers distinct role-based applications that allow smaller companies to better connect with larger 
organizations and become more efficient and profitable.  
DELMIA PLM Express is perfect for 5 to 50-plus person companies or any organization that has a need 
for an entry level PLM value channel offering for manufacturing. It delivers all the functionality and 
benefits of DELMIA in a way that allows customers to select a role-based solution that best matches 
their business needs.  
“PLM is an excellent solution to help manufacturers become more competitive.” said Philippe Charles, 
CEO of DELMIA “Companies that invest in digital manufacturing for PLM can expect faster time to 
market, fewer quality problems and lower start-up costs. Many smaller suppliers realize this value, but 
do not have the need to deploy a full PLM strategy at their level. DELMIA PLM Express enables these 
companies with the right set of PLM technologies to better focus on their targeted pain areas, to energize 
the supply chain and contribute to higher business value.”  
DELMIA PLM Express is offered in five role-based domains for manufacturing with dedicated, easy-to-
deploy solutions within each discipline:  
Resource Planning: Provides a complete solution for the resource planner with capabilities to model in 
3D and validate the tooling and complete manufacturing workcells in the virtual world. This allows 
companies to significantly cut costs by eliminating production stoppage for set-up validation on the shop 
floor and by eliminating rework costs.  

Robotics: Delivers comprehensive robotic simulation and offline programming capabilities that include 
dedicated functionality for arc and spot welding applications. By validating all robotic movements and 
programming in the virtual world, companies save time and money through elimination of production 
stoppage on plant floor equipment. This solution also enables faster development of new processes, as 
existing data can be stored for re-use.  
Ergonomics: Delivers the capability to build kinematic human models and teach various human tasks, 
simulate processes and to optimize the human work space. In addition, users can perform risk factor 
analysis to maximize human comfort, safety, and performance through a wide range of advanced tools 
that comprehensively evaluate important elements of a human’s interactions with a workcell. This 
solution allows companies to benefit from improved worker efficiency and lower health-related costs.  

http://www.3ds.com/
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Process Planning: Designed for the planner or design engineer, it delivers assembly process planning, 
validation and simulation tools, plus assembly animation and dynamic authoring capabilities for 
assembly shop floor work instructions. Planning earlier in the design stages with the ability to capture 
and reuse data for shop floor implementation saves companies valuable ramp-up time and avoids costly 
delays in production.  

Controls: Offers Smart Device Builder capabilities for the engineer to create the mechanical, 
kinematical and logical behavior of devices that can then be used to validate a PLC program in a virtual 
environment. In addition, Virtual Commissioning solutions allow control engineers to debug PLC code 
weeks before the integration of the physical equipment occurs on the shop floor, significantly reducing 
the ramp-up time of manufacturing systems and costs for maintenance operations. By catching PLC 
programming errors through simulation, control engineers also reduce the risk of damage to physical 
factory equipment.  
For more information on DELMIA PLM Express, contact a DELMIA solution representative at 1-800-
382-3199 or visit our product website at http://www.plmv5.com/delmiaplmexpress.  

Announcing the 2007 Worldwide DELMIA Customer Conferences. North America, October 3-4, 
Europe, October 16-17, and Asia-Pacific, November 7-8. For more information and location details, 
visit out conference website at http://www.delmia-cc.com/.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam’s PartMaker Awarded Certified CAM Partner Status by SolidWorks 
4 October 2007 

Delcam’s PartMaker Inc. subsidiary announced that the latest version of its PartMaker suite of CAM 
products has been awarded "Certified CAM Product” status by the SolidWorks Partner Program. To 
attain this certification, the PartMaker suite of products had to meet criteria outlined by SolidWorks 
Corp., including a high level interoperability with the most recent version of SolidWorks. 
The Certified CAM Product designation was developed by SolidWorks to help end users easily identify 
best-in-class CNC software products that work well with SolidWorks geometry. The Certified CAM 
Product award indicates that, in the view of SolidWorks Corp., PartMaker has demonstrated "world-
class CAM functionality, integration and interoperability with SolidWorks applications and associative 
design changes.” 
"Achieving Certified CAM Product status is an import milestone for the PartMaker family of products,” 
says PartMaker Inc. President Hanan Fishman. "PartMaker’s development team is dedicated to 
providing the highest level of interoperability to its SolidWorks users. SolidWorks is the most popular 
3D design system chosen by both existing and potential PartMaker users, so knowing PartMaker is a 
Certified CAM product will reassure these users they are achieving a very high level of productivity 
when pairing PartMaker and SolidWorks.” 
"In addition, as over 70% of PartMaker users are contract manufacturers, even our customers who do 
not have SolidWorks often receive engineering data from their clients who do use this design software. 
Thus, this designation will allow PartMaker users to better market their capabilities to their customers, 
so enhancing the value they receive from PartMaker.” 
PartMaker users can directly import SolidWorks files in their native *.SLDPRT format, as well as host 
of other solids formats supported by SolidWorks. Solid model assemblies can also be imported directly 
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as well. The latest version of PartMaker, PartMaker Version 8, makes working with imported solid 
models more productive thane ever before. Machining Profiles can be automatically extracted from parts 
with a single mouse click, while verification of tool paths can now be seen directly on the solid model 
for all operations. 

Click here to return to Contents 

50,000 Registrations for CoCreate Software's Free 3D CAD 
5 October 2007 

CoCreate Software, Inc., announced that more than 50,000 people have registered for CoCreate 
OneSpace Modeling Personal Edition (PE). 
OneSpace Modeling PE is CoCreate's free 3D CAD software. Anyone can download and use the 
software to create products containing up to 60 unique parts. Since the program's introduction, an 
average of over 5,000 people per month have registered to download the software available at 
http://www.cocreate.com/free  
The program continues to raise awareness of the CoCreate OneSpace Suite by allowing anyone to 
directly experience the speed and flexibility of a Dynamic Modeling based approach to 3D product 
development. 
"An article in a trade publication initially caught my attention when it described CoCreate OneSpace 
Modeling Personal Edition as being history-free 3D CAD software," said Larry Potts, President, Two 
Rivers Studio. "Until you actually use it, words are just words. CoCreate offers something totally 
different and people just need to use it and see it working." 
Metrics for the program include: 

• Nearly 90% of those who register are new users to CoCreate. 

• 55% have 3D CAD experience. 45% have no CAD experience or 2D CAD experience. 

• 92% of those with 3D CAD experience come from history-based 3D CAD systems (excludes 
existing CoCreate 3D CAD users). 

• 78% of registered users have a professional role. 
Every month, thousands of people are discovering the CoCreate "dynamic difference." Awareness that 
there are two approaches to 3D product development grows stronger every day as people download and 
use the same 3D CAD software that is used by many of the most recognized brands across the high-tech 
electronics and machinery industry. 
"OneSpace Modeling PE has grown a global user community spanning over 100 countries that includes 
people at all levels 3D CAD adoption," said William M. Gascoigne, CoCreate CEO. "Driving awareness 
for CoCreate and its Dynamic Modeling based approach to 3D product development was the primary 
goal behind launching OneSpace Modeling PE. Based on that one measure alone, this program has 
achieved phenomenal success." 

Click here to return to Contents 
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First Trace Offers Service Pack 1 for Kinnosa Enterprise Document Management System 
27 September 2007 

Document management has emerged as an integral part of many companies’ information technology 
strategies because of the need to integrate document creation, storage and transfer with critical business 
processes. Now there is a traceable and transparent document management system that enables 
collaboration across an extended enterprise from First Trace, Inc – the Kinnosa Enterprise Document 
Management (EDM) 4.0 system. Kinnosa EDM 4.0 provides users with the ability to trace a document 
from initial creation to project completion using existing applications and systems, without interrupting 
business operations. 
Today, First Trace announces the release of the first service pack (SP1) for Kinnosa EDM 4.0. SP1 
features significant system enhancements in operability, security, system management and functionality 
with major CAD tools from SolidWorks and Autodesk as well as Microsoft Office. “Kinnosa EDM SP1 
gives our customers the opportunity to create cost-effective and process-efficient data management 
systems without altering existing business practices or software,” says Brian Williamson, Product 
Manager of Kinnosa EDM 4.0. “This service pack is the result of months of software testing and 
refinement by our developers and represents a significant step toward our goal of providing visibility of 
all your business documents and data from the very first trace to their final use and retirement.” 

Service Pack 1 Offers Enhancements to Optimize Performance 
Kinnosa EDM 4.0 SP1 was designed by First Trace to provide system users with an advanced level of 
document management with minimal training. The updates and enhancements in SP1 focus on six 
critical features that outperform competitive EDM solutions by increasing customers’ operational 
efficiency, return-on-investment and ultimate satisfaction with the software:  

Connectivity with SolidWorks 
Kinnosa EDM 4.0 SP1 expands the capabilities of the connector between Kinnosa EDM and 
SolidWorks 3D MCAD product design software to further enrich the interface for design engineers. The 
user does not have to leave the engineering application to access Kinnosa document management 
features for the project they are working on, thereby extending the use of SolidWorks for more efficient 
performance. This, in turn, shortens employee-training time and guarantees adoption of the new 
technology by engineering staff.  

Integration with Microsoft Office 
The connector for Kinnosa EDM and Microsoft Office Suite was also improved to provide greater 
integration between the applications, making document management effortless for all users that create 
business documents, so that even those employees outside of the engineering department can recognize 
the benefit of automated document management.  

Integration with OpenOffice 
Kinnosa EDM 4.0 SP1 provides enhanced connectivity to the OpenOffice Suite allowing connectivity to 
customers’ preferred platform(s); both new and legacy systems. First Trace recognized businesses 
penchant for preferring different platform options and created connectors that would work with 
developing systems such as OpenOffice.  

Enhanced Workflow Engine 
Kinnosa EDM has an integrated workflow module that compliments its document management 
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foundation. Kinnosa Workflow is bundled with Kinnosa EDM 4.0 SP1 and is geared towards the needs 
of engineers and planners, automating much of the workflow process, such as file check in/out, release 
and sign off. Kinnosa Workflow shortens design and design change cycle times, reduces manufacturing 
costs and improves process efficiency by accelerating the implementation of critical revisions. 

PDMWorks Workgroup Connectivity 
Kinnosa EDM is the only application available with adapters for PDMWorks Workgroup that allows 
users to access PDMWorks data vaults to unify their business data. This is a major benefit to customers 
that are limited by PDMWorks Workgroup’s single repository environment and need workflow and 
change management capabilities across multiple locations.  

Enhanced Document Searches  
Kinnosa EDM 4.0 SP1 excels far beyond competitive EDM solutions by offering users the opportunity 
to manage and search documents across the enterprise, whether the enterprise is operating out of one 
location or across multiple locations. No other EDM solution allows users to manage geographically 
distributed or otherwise incompatible data vaults with one single, full-featured system. When combined 
with standard search functions, these added features eliminate wasted time and effort spent searching 
multiple repositories.  
Kinnosa EDM 4.0 SP1 is immediately available from First Trace and authorized First Trace resellers. 
For more information about Kinnosa EDM 4.0 or SP1, please call +1 480.940.2363 or visit 
http://www.firsttrace.com/.  

KINNOSA EDM 4.0 – Document Management Evolution 
Kinnosa EDM 4.0 brings a comprehensive approach to content management. Documents distributed 
across the enterprise can be managed in a single environment without changing how users work. 
Transparency on the desktop eliminates user training and increases user adoption, the two main keys to 
successful implementation of new software.  

Kinnosa EDM 4.0 provides essential document management capabilities such as metadata management, 
version control, user and workgroup management, and distributed access to data across multiple 
locations. Additionally, Kinnosa EDM integrates with popular CAD design tools such as SolidWorks, 
AutoCAD, Autodesk Inventor as well as Microsoft Office. 
Kinnosa EDM is able to provide users with increased security by creating dynamic rules for each asset 
or asset class in order to control accessibility and user rights. This system also allows businesses to 
manage processes and personal tasks, as well as automate control and management of digital assets such 
as documents, images, drawings, blueprints and more. 
While Kinnosa EDM is the latest advancement in document management, it goes even further in its 
ability to meet demands of workflow by implementing cross-functional processes for content creation, 
editing, approving, quality control, distribution and archiving. Kinnosa is a platform of open services 
and Web 2.0 applications bundled together into Solution Packs that are designed to address specific 
customer needs and problems. 
Additionally, First Trace, Inc. offers Kinnosa EDM at prices and packages that meet the size and scale 
of any enterprise while utilizing and leveraging existing system investments. Kinnosa EDM can be 
deployed out-of-box or tailored to meet your specific business needs. Rapid and economical deployment 
delivers an immediate and measurable return on your investment.  
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Forming Technologies Announces the Release of CATIA-Based ProgNest 
October 2, 2007 
Forming Technologies Inc. (FTI) the industry’s leading developer of solutions for design, simulation, 
and costing of sheet metal components, today announces at the COE 2007 Automotive Industry 
Workshop in Dearborn, the global release of Catia ProgNest R18 CAA V5 based. ProgNest is the only 
tool in Catia for Nesting Sheet Metal Blanks on Progressive Die Strips. ProgNest produces up to 9 
progressive die configurations as well as calculating accurate cost evaluations based on nesting layout, 
carrier location, and dimension. All results are stored in the standard CATPart file for ease of use of 
PLM integration. This is the latest solution fully integrated into Catia CAAV5 environment and is 
installed on R16, 17, & 18. 

“ProgNest is the latest solution fully integrated within the Catia environment,” said Michael Gallagher, 
Vice President of Sales and Marketing, FTI. “Our clients will be able to process more quotes and 
accurately estimate the progression and coil width requirements which will enable them to reduce 
collaboration lag resulting in 50% less engineering changes and mistakes. Another key advantage of 
ProgNest is it reduces the risk of inaccurate material cost calculations from estimate to actual–which 
means the difference between taking on a job that is not profitable to profitable.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Forming Technologies Releases Largest Portfolio of Forming Feasibility and Costing Solutions in 
CATIA with CATIA R18 
October 1, 2007 

Forming Technologies Inc. (FTI) the industry’s leading developer of solutions for design, simulation, 
and costing of sheet metal components, today announces at the COE 2007 Automotive Industry 
Workshop in Dearborn, the global availability of their entire suite of CAA based applications for 
Release 18 of CATIA V5. By leveraging CATIA V5’s parametric design and analysis environment, the 
solutions are fully associative and regenerative to drastically reduce downstream design changes. 
CATFORM and CATSTAMP identify 90% of the forming problems within minutes at Product and 
Process design stages. They also enable 80% reduction of subsequent incremental analyses. Cost 
Optimizer, CATNEST and ProgNest empower organizations to achieve material cost saving targets of 
10-15% by highlighting cost savings opportunities on product and process geometries and by optimizing 
nesting layouts. 
“Our CATIA V5 solutions have been extremely well received by our OEM and Tier 1 clients,” said 
Michael Gallagher, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, FTI. “We recognize the importance of 
maintaining full compatibility with the latest releases of CATIA since our solutions play such a valuable 
role in our clients’ engineering and procurement processes. We have added several new features that 
will dramatically enhance our user’s performance and increase efficiency.” 
FTI’s CATIA CAA V5 based solutions provide CATIA users with the ONLY fully regenerative and 
associative environment for fast and accurate blank generation, formability analysis, nest evaluation, and 
material cost reductions. The software can simulate multiple scenarios in minutes while taking full 
advantage of total integration within the CATIA environment. All CATIA V5 solutions from FTI are 
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now available in 64-bit versions. It is specifically designed for engineers, estimators, purchasers, 
planners, and tool and die designers. Currently, Forming Technologies are maintaining products in 
CATIA within releases 15 through 18. 
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Geometric’s DFMXpress Tool for Manufacturability; Analysis included with SolidWorks 2008 
1 October 2007 

Geometric Software Solutions (Geometric), a leader in Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) services 
and technologies, today announced that their latest tool, DFMXpress has been included in SolidWorks® 
2008. With DFMXpress fully integrated into SolidWorks, designers can easily gain insight to the cost-
effective manufacturability of their design. DFMXpress accelerates and enriches the entire design 
through manufacturing process by automating the iterative design process via a series of rules-based 
checks for manufacturability. Design for Manufacturing (DFM) is a revolutionary technology 
framework developed by Geometric for designers, that facilitates upstream manufacturability validation 
and identification of areas of a design that are difficult, expensive or impossible to machine. 
DFM is engineered to advise the designer on common problems faced in the manufacturing process. It is 
based on Geometric's industry-leading Manufacturing Feature Recognition technology, and leverages 
SolidWorks Intelligent Feature Technology (SWIFT™) and manufacturing tolerances. 
DFMXpress’ features include: 

• Explanations and recommendations that help designers identify and rectify manufacturing feasibility 
issues 
• Basic set of rules for drilling, milling, and turning 

• Configurable rules parameters 

• Integrated and designer-centric graphical user interface 
"DFMXpress is perfect for the designer who needs manufacturability analysis, but is not necessarily a 
manufacturing expert," said Mike Coleman, CEO of Geometric's Desktop Products & Technologies 
Business Unit. "Finding errors and correcting possible manufacturing problems during the design stage 
is the optimal way to achieve high quality and cost effective products." Fielder Hiss, Manager of 
Product Management at SolidWorks Corp. added, "I am very excited about the value that DFMXpress 
will bring to our customers using SolidWorks 2008. Everyone cares about manufacturability and now 
with DFMXpress users can perform checks on their designs right from within SolidWorks.” 
As analysis needs change, DFMXpress customers can switch from DFMXpress to Geometric's more 
powerful DFM products: 

• DFM Pro is engineered for designers who want greater in-depth examination of product 
manufacturability. DFM Pro includes all the features of DFMXpress with advanced design rules for 
manufacturing processes like milling, drilling, turning and sheetmetal fabrication. It also contains rules 
to process manufacturing tolerances specified using SolidWorks SWIFT technology. DFM Pro is 
available as an add-on to SolidWorks 2007 and later. 
• DFM Enterprise involves the customization and integration of DFM Pro into a company's own 
environment to enable fully optimized workflows and optimal cost-effective product design processes. 
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DFM Enterprise can support multiple CAD platforms and geometry kernels. 
For detailed product information, please visit: http://dfm.geometricsoftware.com/  
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KOMPAS-3D V9 New Version Released 
1 October 2007 

ASCON has released the New version of its product for Mechanical CAD – KOMPAS-3D V9.  

KOMPAS solutions provide classic framework for 3D Solid Parametric Modelling , 2D Drafting, 
Design and Release of Documentations. Wide range of add-ons and libraries arrange additional features, 
such as photo rendering, animation, kinematic and dynamic analysis, extended CAD/CAM/PLM 
integration and others. KOMPAS-3D V9 became the next version of mid-range MCAD solution from 
ASCON, totally available in English. The awaited release of KOMPAS-3D V9 now includes lots of 
updates and novelties based on international customers feed back and wishes. 

We are pleased to share with you some brief information about the innovative improvements and new 
libraries in KOMPAS-3D V9 version: 

Faster Learning and Easier Move from 2D to 3D 
New build-in “ABC of KOMPAS” interactive learning system will simplify process of studying CAD 
software and make moving from 2D to 3D faster. 

3D Parametric Modelling and Design Improvements 
The use of variables in models is a lot more user-friendly now. A table of variables can be created in 
models and graphical documents. A table of variables contains predefined values for external variables 
of the file; it is intended for quick modification of these values. New implementations in sheet modelling 
has been realized.  

Collaboration Tools in Large Projects 
KOMPAS-3D V9 is now supplied with collaboration tools. A new dialogue box is displayed when a 
user is trying to open a file which is currently unavailable for editing. In this dialogue box a user can 
select an action to perform with the file. This prevents the situation where the same file is being edited 
by different users.  

Import and Export Extended Functions 
Export of KOMPAS-3D documents into DWG and DXF formats is improved. New library for extended 
CAD/CAM/PLM integration – 3D Model Recognition System, has been released.  
These are not the only novelties and improvements in KOMPAS-3D. The considerable updates were 
implemented in creating BOMs, working with tables, sketchers and graphical documents, interface, new 
service functions and others.  

Learn more about the version at http://www.ascon.net/ 

Click here to return to Contents 

Mentor Graphics Announces TestKompress Xpress Technology to Address Manufacturing Test 
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Requirements for 65 and 45 Nanometer Integrated Circuits 
1 October 2007 

Mentor Graphics Corporation announced new technology in its TestKompress® automatic test pattern 
generation (ATPG) product to address the industry’s increasing demand for scan test compression. By 
providing compression levels exceeding 100X, Mentor’s new Xpress technology allows integrated 
circuit (IC) manufacturers to meet their most challenging quality objectives for advanced process nodes 
at 65 nanometers (nm) and beyond without driving up the cost of testing.  
“Achieving high test quality for devices built on advanced processes implies an explosive growth in test 
pattern size,” asserts Osamu Tada, department manager of System Level Design and Verification 
Technology Dept., Renesas Technology Corp., “We see the high level of compression provided by 
TestKompress Xpress as a critical advance to enable us to maintain high test coverage at a manageable 
test cost.”  

The latest integrated circuit manufacturing process advances have significantly increased the number of 
gates on an IC, and test pattern sizes continue to grow as a result. In addition, shrinking geometries 
introduce new defect mechanisms. To maintain the quality of product shipped, manufacturers need to 
apply an ever-expanding set of scan tests, such as “at-speed” and “small delay” tests, to identify subtle 
defects, and keep DPM (defects per million) levels down. Adding new types of tests expands the test 
pattern size many times over, and this trend is expected to accelerate at each process node. 
Consequently, test pattern compression has become an important requirement for high quality 
manufacturing test. In fact, the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) predicts 
that by 2008 the industry will need 200X test data volume compression, with the requirement growing 
exponentially over the next five years. Mentor’s TestKompress product, which debuted in 2001 as the 
first commercial ATPG tool to offer on-chip test compression, is on a technology path to meet these 
future compression targets with innovations like the new Xpress pattern compaction technology.  
The latest version of the TestKompress product increases the achievable level of compression by 
providing a more efficient way to handle so-called “X-states.” Xs are unknown states that can arise 
during manufacturing test. Xs can result in a loss of test coverage if not handled properly and tend to 
increase the test pattern size required to test a device thoroughly. The patented Xpress compactor 
innovation provides a more efficient way to deal with Xs by combining sophisticated embedded test data 
selection circuitry with an advanced software control algorithm. Because Xpress technology masks the 
effects of Xs more efficiently, test patterns can be smaller and more highly compressed. More 
compressed test patterns result in shorter test times, higher production test throughput, lower 
manufacturing costs, and can extend the life of existing test equipment. Using Xpress technology 
requires no change to the functional design and is completely transparent to the TestKompress user, so 
there is no additional learning curve.  
“The industry demand for compression has not slowed down since we first introduced compression to 
the market in 2001. In fact, based on our customers’ rapid adoption of ever increasing levels of 
embedded compression, we believe that the ITRS compression roadmap paints an accurate picture of the 
industry’s need,” said Robert Hum, vice president and general manager of the Design Verification and 
Test Division, Mentor Graphics. “Mentor is committed to advancing compression technology in order to 
address not only the current needs, but also the future requirements of deep submicron IC testing.”  

Availability  
TestKompress Xpress is available for beta evaluation and will be in production in the fourth quarter 
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release of TestKompress, scheduled to ship in November 2007.  

Click here to return to Contents 

New Enterprise Search Engine Specializes In Engineering Documents 
1 October 2007 

Elmo Solutions (http://elmosolutions.com/?ref=071001), a leader in extraction and processing of CAD 
and engineering metadata, announces the official launch of Agni Enterprise Search 2008.  
Agni Enterprise Search is an affordable enterprise search solution designed to meet the distinct needs of 
CAD, R&D, Engineering and IT managers, end-users and senior managers. It is designed to enhance 
efficiency and productivity by reducing the time spent by knowledge workers looking for documents by 
delivering highly accurate search results, in just a fraction of the time required by other technical 
document management (TDM) solutions. It also allows the creation of separate groups of documents, or 
"libraries", each targeted at specific groups of interests within the enterprise, while complying with 
existing file security permissions. Easy to use, deploy and manage, it can be installed in less than 10 
minutes.  
Another key benefit of Agni Enterprise Search is that it allows not only free-form keyword-based 
searches, but also structured-form metadata-based searches as well.  
This unique software solution ships in English and French, and is available as a free, fully functional, 
30-day trial license for download directly from the Elmo Website at 
http://www.elmosolutions.com/agni_search_download.html?ref=071001.  
In a survey, 40% of corporate users reported that they cannot find the information they need to do their 
jobs on their intranets. That realization largely inspired the development of Agni Enterprise Search.  

Agni Enterprise Search 2008 allows CAD and non-CAD users to efficiently and quickly index and 
retrieve a wide range of document formats, including AutoCAD, Autodesk Inventor, Office, eMail, 
Acrobat, image formats, SolidWorks, Lotus Notes, Visio, etc. Agni Enterprise Search 2008 was 
designed specifically to maximize document usability and reusability.  
Agni Enterprise Search 2008 is rich with features such as:  

• Display of document thumbnails  

• Stemming  

• Phonic searches  

• Powerful query language  

Click here to return to Contents 

SAND Technology Continues to Gain Momentum with Sales of SAP-certified SAND/DNA Solution 
October 1, 2007 

SAND Technology, Inc., an international provider of intelligent enterprise information management 
solutions, announced today that it is continuing to grow the customer base for its SAND/DNA solution 
for use with the SAP NetWeaver® Business Intelligence (SAP NetWeaver BI) component of the SAP 
NetWeaver platform, primarily in the Financial Services, Retail, Consumer Package Goods, 
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Government, Utilities, and Manufacturing industries. SAND is also continuing to broaden its partner 
eco-system by entering into partnerships with key System Integrators that have extensive domain 
expertise with SAP® applications, in order to offer customers a wide range of best-of-breed services and 
software. 

Customers such as Volkswagen Bank, RI Solutions, and Entega, among others, cite SAND/DNA's 
extremely high data compression rates, minimal administration requirements and proven success as an 
integrated NLS (nearline storage) component for use with SAP NetWeaver BI as the reasons for 
choosing the SAND solution, which enables them to manage growing data volumes over the long term 
at the lowest possible cost. 
"We are very pleased to see so many customers adopt the SAND/DNA solution," said Arthur Ritchie, 
president and CEO of SAND Technology, "This growing market share highlights SAND/DNA's 
superior ability to store and provide rapid access to any amount of infrequently used data. As a fully 
integrated extension to SAP NetWeaver BI 7.0, SAND/DNA enables companies to reduce total cost of 
ownership and supports their efforts to manage rapidly growing data warehouses more efficiently." 

SAND/DNA 2.3 software is certified for integration with SAP NetWeaver BI Release 7.0. It was 
developed specifically to handle the increasingly complex data management challenges companies are 
facing as a result of the fast growth of their SAP NetWeaver BI data warehouse solutions, by providing 
extremely high rates of data compression (averaging approximately 90 percent) while keeping data 
easily available for use in reporting or for building new DataStore Objects/InfoCubes. At the same time 
SAND/DNA significantly reduces total cost of ownership by minimizing administrative requirements 
and lowering infrastructure costs. In addition, SAND/DNA can be used to streamline the process of 
converting an SAP NetWeaver BI database to the SAP-recommended Unicode standard during upgrades 
from SAP Business Information Warehouse (SAP BW) Release 3.x to SAP NetWeaver BI 7.0. By 
enabling significant reduction in database size before the conversion process is begun, SAND/DNA can 
greatly reduce the time and resources required, while still keeping the infrequently used data 
transparently accessible. 

Today's announcement was made at TechEd '07 Las Vegas, SAP's largest technical education 
conference. Visit SAND at TechEd in the Powered by SAP NetWeaver Partner Pavilion P10 and attend 
SAND's Session BI213: SAP NetWeaver BI Near Line Storage and Information Life-Cycle 
Management Strategies on Oct. 2 from 1:30 to 2:30. 

About SAND Technology 
SAND is an international provider of intelligent information management software. The SAND/DNA 
product suite scales to help any size enterprise cope with exploding data requirements, now and into the 
future. SAND/DNA Access allows for retaining all potentially relevant data in a tiny footprint while 
providing instant access to just what's required. SAND/DNA Analytics allows for complex what-if 
analysis to meet any planned and unplanned business need. 

SAND/DNA solutions include CRM analytics, and specialized applications for government, healthcare, 
financial services, telecommunications, retail, transportation, and other business sectors. SAND/DNA 
2.3 has achieved "Certified for SAP NetWeaver" status and SAND Nearline Integration Controller 1.0 
has achieved "Powered by SAP NetWeaver" status. 
SAND Technology has offices in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom and Central Europe. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Software AG Automates SOA Governance with Introduction of CentraSite Governance Edition  
October 1, 2007 

Software AG, a global leader in business infrastructure software, today announced the immediate 
availability of the CentraSite Governance Edition as a comprehensive, standards-based solution for 
managing and governing the services, processes, policies and business rules associated with service-
oriented architecture (SOA). Building upon the industry-leading webMethods Infravio X-Registry, the 
CentraSite Governance Edition lowers the threshold to successful SOA adoption by helping enterprises 
more easily and quickly define their governance model, extend unified service governance across the 
enterprise, and enforce consistent standards for usage. Specific features include new automated 
governance processes and policy enforcement embedded directly into the platform; a richer, more 
extensible metadata repository; a more intuitive, Web 2.0 user interface; and the inclusion of 
prepackaged best practices and wizard-driven templates for guiding lifecycle management of all SOA 
assets.  
When managed appropriately, SOA improves business agility while reducing operational costs by 
enabling the structured reuse of existing IT assets within new, business-driven applications and 
processes. What has prevented many enterprises from fully capitalizing on these opportunities are the 
challenges associated with managing the underlying complexities and interdependencies inherent in this 
more granular approach to application development. By institutionalizing these processes via an 
automated approach to lifecycle governance, enterprises can implement best practices from day one, 
which lowers long-term costs while delivering more immediate benefits and faster adoption.  
“Enterprise users of SOA want to minimize complexity, simplify adoption and demonstrate faster 
payback. With the release of the CentraSite Governance Edition, we’re squarely addressing each of 
these concerns,” said Peter Kürpick, Chief Product Officer of the webMethods business division at 
Software AG. “Our approach empowers users to make faster, smarter decisions regarding service reuse 
and the management of associated policies. By doing so, users can focus on more strategic concerns 
rather than the underlying, mundane tasks needed to tame complexity. With more rapid and widespread 
adoption, enterprises benefit from greater ROI due to the exponential nature of SOA.”  
“Software AG’s CentraSite Governance Edition raises the bar for SOA Governance solutions,” said Ron 
Schmelzer, Managing Partner at ZapThink, LLC. “The market demands SOA Governance solutions that 
span the full SOA lifecycle, that govern service assets beyond just Web services, and automate 
governance processes using sophisticated policy management capabilities for design, run and change-
time governance. Software AG’s newest release addresses these capabilities and presents them in a user-
friendly, intuitive interface that simplifies governance and helps IT accelerate SOA adoption.”  
CentraSite Governance Edition builds upon the experiences of more that 150 enterprise customers. 
Enterprises can leverage this platform to establish, manage and implement service definitions, 
governance processes and usage policies across multiple stakeholders and throughout the service 
lifecycle. It ensures that available services are readily available for reuse, enforces enterprise-class 
standards for performance and streamlines subsequent change management.  
As a fully-unified registry/repository encompassing both a UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and 
Integration protocol), v. 3.0 compliant registry and a fully extensible, JAXR complaint (Java API for 
XML Registries) repository for maintaining associated metadata and policies, CentraSite Governance 
Edition can be implemented as the design-time, run-time and change-time governance platform for any 
heterogeneous environment. As an SOA’s system of record, it also acts as a policy hub for run-time 
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enforcement with an integrated run-time policy enforcement point, webMethods X-Broker, and 
standards-based support for additional third-party applications used to mediate transactions between 
service providers and consumers. Users can fully leverage available services via an intuitive, task-driven 
interface with automated processes used to enact and enforce decisions across the SOA lifecycle.  

Key features and enhancements within CentraSite Governance Edition include:  

• Active Policy™–Automates SOA processes, including validation, provisioning, registration of 
services and service change management, to accelerate deployment while ensuring quality control. 
By doing so, it simplifies end-user adoption, improves productivity and delivers a more robust SOA.  

• Best Practices–Pre-loaded with more than eighty pre-defined best practices that streamline end-user 
adoption.  

• Unified Lifecycle Governance–Enables seamless asset lifecycle governance via consistent 
enforcement of policies across design-time, run-time AND change-time environments.  

• Enhanced Repository–Expands service reuse via universal availability of service definitions and 
histories, and policy documents.  

• Open Metadata Model–Allows customers to model and govern all types of reusable SOA assets—from 
Web services to CORBA services to BPEL processes. This facilitates closer alignment with business 
objectives by bringing simplicity to the creation of business-specific metadata definitions, service 
classifications, and associated policies.  

• Enhanced Change-Time Governance–Richer, interactive impact analysis improves agility as well as 
service reliability and availability by allowing users to more quickly and easily assess the impact of 
proposed changes on downstream relationships.  

• Intuitive User Interface–By combining a single view of the SOA landscape with a rich AJAX-based 
Web 2.0 interface, CentraSite Governance Edition simplifies the creation, deployment and 
management of services-based solutions. This more intuitive workflow and streamlined navigation 
works to integrate even occasional users with limited experience fully into the service governance 
lifecycle.  

• Customized Views–Role-based service visibility minimizes complexity while allowing users to easily 
drill-down on areas of specific interest.  

• SOA Federation–For mature SOA deployments that extend across multiple geographies and functional 
departments, CentraSite Governance Edition synchronizes governance processes and policy 
enforcement across disparate repositories and SOA infrastructure components, such as testing tools, 
SOA management products and security appliances. This makes it easier to manage an SOA from an 
enterprise-wide perspective.  

• Open API and Standards Support–Extends access and policy enforcement control to third-party 
products, giving users the ability to more easily integrate and interoperate with third-party policy 
enforcement points. As a result, enterprises can more easily expose and manage SOA-based 
interactions with partners, customers and suppliers.  

CentraSite Governance Edition is available now. Additional information, including pricing, is available 
from an authorized Software AG sales representative. It can also be previewed at Integration World 
2007, taking place this November 5-7th in Orlando, Florida. Additional information on this 6th annual 
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conference can be found at http://www.integrationworld2007.com/ 

Click here to return to Contents 

Teamcenter 2007 Marks “New Era” in PLM Market 
2 October 2007 

Siemens PLM Software announced Teamcenter® 2007 software.  

Boasting a complete service-oriented architecture (SOA), easy-to-use interface and comprehensive end-
to-end PLM solution set, Teamcenter 2007 significantly lowers the total cost of ownership for PLM 
technology and establishes greater productivity for manufacturers through a single source of product and 
process knowledge. 

Greater Manageability  
Teamcenter 2007 was developed with a focus on lowering the total cost of PLM ownership through a 
series of enhancements and features that simplify and accelerate implementations, enhance productivity, 
streamline collaboration and expand control of the entire product lifecycle process.  
One of the most powerful examples of this lower cost of ownership is found in Teamcenter’s new 
Business Modeler Integrated Development Environment (BMIDE). The BMIDE enables software 
configuration versus customization along with rapid deployment of changes to remote sites through 
implementation templates and live server synchronization. In addition, Teamcenter 2007 includes a 
complete SOA technology foundation throughout the entire portfolio, delivering the industry’s first fully 
unified PLM suite. The greater manageability enabled through Teamcenter 2007 sets a new standard for 
an easy-to-configure PLM environment, enabling companies to eliminate costly implementations and 
significantly reduce the time necessary to deploy a production-ready system.  

“SOA-based PLM reduces the cost and complexity of deploying and maintaining a distributed PLM 
environment,” says Ed Miller, President of industry consulting and research firm CIMdata. “Siemens 
PLM Software has delivered their new unified architecture capability with the ability to coexist and 
interoperate with current Teamcenter implementations. This means that the upgrade path for existing 
Teamcenter customers can be much more cost-effective.”  
A select group of Siemens PLM Software customers have been using Teamcenter 2007 in a production 
environment for the past several months as part of the company’s Leadership Program. This program 
has served to validate how the complete SOA implementation simplifies several tasks for customers. In 
one example, Teamcenter’s unified database enabled a customer to perform its upgrade all at once – 
rather than through individual steps and synchronization of several components. The single data model 
also makes it much easier to perform tasks like data mining and connecting to ERP systems. The end 
result is a significant savings in time and development resources.  

In addition to being easy to deploy, Teamcenter 2007 also establishes a lower cost of ownership through 
an easy to use interface. A new common look and feel based on the Microsoft user interface simplifies 
user adoption and reduces training costs.  
“I believe we will be able to lower our total cost of ownership by reducing training costs simply because 
of the familiar Windows-like user interface of Teamcenter 2007,” said Matt Bronowski, project manager 
of Next Generation PLM for BSH. “This will particularly help in regions like Asia where we’re growing 
very rapidly and employing many new people. It’s critical to bring these people up to speed very 
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quickly, and we believe the latest version of Teamcenter will allow us to do that.” 

Greater Productivity and Teamwork 
By providing a single source of product and process knowledge along with the ability to enable instant 
collaboration on a global basis, Teamcenter 2007 delivers greater productivity and teamwork. As a 
result, companies have more time to focus on developing innovative solutions that create real business 
value. 
“BSH needs to distribute data to nearly 40 different R&D departments around the world and keep 
everybody in these departments consistently updated with the latest product information,” said Uwe 
Tontsch, head of IT for Product Development and Industrial Engineering Solutions, BSH. “That is 
where Teamcenter 2007, as the single source for this information, is more or less the backbone and the 
relay station; so everybody gets the information when needed in the process. That brings us not only the 
benefit of time to market, but also a much higher process security and therefore less failures in the 
design process due to lack of updates or wrong version information.” 
By unifying all product-related data, Teamcenter 2007 creates access to just the right information 
regardless of the end user’s location or job responsibility. This information can then be effectively 
leveraged with new process knowledge enhancements for embedded requirements management 
providing the ability to allocate requirements to mechanical, electrical, electronics, and software systems 
to more effectively manage the impact of change. Teamcenter 2007 also simplifies bill-of-material 
(BOM) management with new tools to visualize and browse complex product relationships, aligning 
design BOMs with business BOMs, and enabling BOM editing and redlining. 
In addition, the Teamcenter 2007 Leadership Program highlighted how customers can save significant 
amounts of time in activities such as design reviews by using Teamcenter as a single source of 
knowledge and collaboration. For example, one leadership customer discovered that when they needed 
to collaborate on a product development project with other locations, they could gather and share all of 
the information necessary, including all of the 3D models, in a single afternoon – a process that used to 
take three to four weeks. As a result, designers and engineers can spend less time on paperwork and are 
free to do more creative design work. 

Greater Control 
Teamcenter 2007 provides companies with greater control by allowing them to connect all of their 
processes into a cohesive system that enhances efficiency and improves management visibility 
throughout the product lifecycle.  
Manufacturers of all sizes can increase the speed and confidence of management decision making by 
aligning new product and service introduction efforts with market requirements. Tight software 
integration eliminates the need to re-enter data from one process to the next and Teamcenter’s scalability 
and breadth of modular applications enables even small to medium size manufacturers to deploy a cost 
effective system that can be expanded as the business grows.  

The enhanced visibility afforded by Teamcenter 2007 can positively affect both top-line and bottom-line 
business value. Revenue potential is increased by validating ideas against market opportunities, 
producing products that are better aligned with market needs and delivering them on time before the 
competition. At the same time, operating and process costs are reduced through a more efficient and 
coordinated effort among various departments and greater flexibility built into the product development 
network. 
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Greater Success 
In addition to being recognized with several industry awards over the past two years, Teamcenter and 
Siemens PLM Software have earned the trust and loyalty of the global manufacturing community. The 
company’s top 100 customers have been clients for an average of 17 years, and the three million 
installed licenses of Teamcenter represent more than seven times the install base of the next closest 
competitor. In fact, more companies trust Teamcenter to manage their product knowledge than the next 
three competitors combined. 
“By listening to the market and understanding the challenges of the global manufacturing community, 
our development team has been able to produce the world’s most advanced and complete PLM offering 
that is both easy-to-deploy and use,” said Chuck Grindstaff, executive vice president of Products, 
Siemens PLM Software. “As a result, our customers can spend less time on non-productive tasks and 
more time on producing the world’s most innovative new products.”  
Teamcenter 2007 is available immediately. For more information please visit 
http://www.ugs.com/teamcenter2007.  
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WhiteSpace Announced as SpaceClaim's UK Master Reseller 
1 October 2007 

WhiteSpace Technologies announced that it had signed an agreement to act as the UK Master Reseller 
for SpaceClaim. 
Formed by 3 CAD/PLM Industry Veterans, and based in Warwickshire, WhiteSpace Technologies will 
be rolling-out SpaceClaim across the UK over the coming months and have already secured orders with 
a number of well-known companies. 

In the coming weeks, WhiteSpace and SpaceClaim will also be announcing the “Modification 
Challenge” which invites anyone who has experienced problems modifying 3D geometry either in their 
native 3D CAD system or from files sent to them by suppliers or customers, to download SpaceClaim 
with a 14 day License and see if they can complete the modification using SpaceClaim’s CAD-neutral 
modification solution, which enables 3D models from all of the major CAD vendors to be natively 
imported, easily modified (without having to fight with serial history-tree rebuild issues), and saved in 
native formats for most of the major 3D systems. SpaceClaim is also the perfect solution for Automotive 
and Aerospace supply-chain, as it has the ability to import models from the OEM’s CAD system, design 
new components around the data, and then export the new components back to the OEM in 
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